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How
Secure
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Information?
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ome of the country's leading businesses have discovered the
fastest way to pass information from one source to another.
Now their advantage can be yours:
Electronic Timesheet from Deltek Systems.
ET cuts the time spent collecting and approving paper
timesheets, reduces administrative handling and delivers
information quickly and automatically. The system is
user - friendly, can be used stand- alone, or easily interfaced
with accounting and project management systems.
Best of all, it gives you a current picture of how time is
being spent. In today's high -speed
marketplace, that makes a
world of difference.

DELTEK
i

k
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Electronic Timesheet

Visit our website for o demo of www.deltek.com /et9.htm or call
East Coast 800 -456 -2009 West Coast 800 -868 -2444 UK 44- 7000- DELTEK
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Now you can exercise complete and total control over travel and entertainment expense management

Employee
`/`�
With
Employee
Payables
automate
approval
decisions,
enhancepolicy.
financial
and,
. 7 `'"h &
perhaps
best of all,
ensure you
full can
compliance
with
corporate
reimbursement
Fullcontrol
compliance.
P
a

It has a certain ring, doesn't it? For more information about the most comprehensive automated
expense management s yst em available, vi sit www.captu ra. com or call (800 ) 5 47 -22 23.
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32ACCOUNTINGSYSTEMSTHAT
STANDTHETESTOFTIME
BY GEORGE DEARI NG

It's not enough just to analyze software by price
and desired functionality; you also must determine how adaptable to changed circumstances
it is. Otherwise, your company might end up
saving money on the front end and wasting a lot
of time and money on the back end.

40USINGABCTODETERMINETHE
COSTOFSERVICINGCUSTOMERS
BY MI CHAEL KRUPNICKI , CMA, AND
THOMAS TYSON, CMA

Adaptablesoftware=time+moneysavings.

32

INFORMATIONSECURITY
BY GLORY KULCZYCKI, CMA

Bank robbers net only about $85 and are
caught 80 %; of the time while information
thefts average $800,000 in value and the
thieves are caught only 2% of the time.
That is why safeguarding your corporate
assets should have a very high priority. Strict
adherence to some basic guidelines could save
your company millions.
Certtcate of %erit,

26RAISINGTHEBAR
Cover: Intheageofelectronicswithdatamovingat light
speed,safeguardingcorporateassetsbecomes more
difficult—andmoreessentiol—fortheaccounting
staff. SeeP. 18.
CoverbyBobGrant,NYC.

BY AL ENZWEI LER
Ig When
a vendor releases a "clean -sheet system"

(a brand new product), it raises the bar for
everyone. A systems analyst and software consultant summarizes the leading -edge trends in
systems functionality, tools, and technology for
1998 and beyond.

ABC can be used to help small companies determine the cost of servicing customers and identifying cost reduction opportunities. This analysis
of the operations of a family -run welding supply
business determined the contributions of each
employee to overall operations, with some surprising results.

47ACCOUNTINGCONTROLSINA
® PROCUREMENTCARDENVIRONMENT
BY JOHN W. GI LLETT, ROSS L. FINK, AND
L. TED JOHNSON

Procurement cards have been tested and used
in a corporate environment. Results: They do
make the accounts payable function more efficient and more cost - effective, but further cost
savings can be achieved if some relevant controls are established.

52MISSIONTOMACEDONIA
BY ROBERT F. RANDALL

When Louis Vlasho, CMA, was invited to go to
Macedonia to help set up a cost accounting system at a small company, this retired former IMA
president of Macedonian heritage came away
with a greater knowledge and appreciation of
the struggles of a former Communist country to
compete in the international marketplace.

Authorization to photocopy items for internal or personal use, or the intemal or personal use of specific clients, is granted by the
IMAto libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of $3.00 per copy, plus 30c per page, is paid directly to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923.
ISSN 0025 -1690. $3.00 + 30c.
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Comshare's Hyperion`s
BudgetPLUS

Compare all of the capabilities, then decide:

Pillar

Packaged budgeting solution
Microsoft Excel interface for intuitive end user data entry
Guided Analysis for management budget review
Support for the European Monetary Unit (EMU)
True multi -user, client/server technology with integrated Web access
Central database for seamless integration of actuals
for budget and forecast comparisons
Look beneath the surface and see the difference.

Comshare, a market leader in analytical applications, has built

More and more companies are realizing they can score big

enterprise -wide budgeting applications for thousands of companies.

savings by improving their budget process. If you're one of

We've poured that expertise into a proven, fast-to-action

them, don't settle for a rigid, maintenance - intensive solution.

application, and we call it BudgetPLUS. Call today to see what

Check out Comshare's BudgetPLUS the client /server

the next generation of budgeting can do for you.

budgeting solution with Web access that can give you the
flexibility and control to cut your budgeting time and effort

Comshare BudgetPLUS"

by 50%, while it helps you create a better plan.

The flexibility of a spreadsheet.
The control of a general ledger.

r.uimh+r c u+ rcw+
d.d s w ka nd i' „ mma [c kr 8x dg aPLUS u + r c +4c m+ r k of ( :
All ,Iha plum arc nc pr. f,- nt [h- rcyrrn.r Wk..
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E -mail: Editorial, ma @imanet.org; .Advertising, ipceima @class.org.
porate data. With the advent of new analytic
applications that can extract and manipulate
data from these systems, management now can
develop forward - looking, future -based scenarios to improve business performance.

55FINANCIALLOSSANDVALUATION
BY KEITH A. RUSSELL, CMA
A tragic auto accident forms the basis for the
1998 Student Case Competition, which tests
the ability to value a loss in a negligence
lawsuit.

60CASESTUDIES
Controlling the Flow at Rexroth
Pneumatics........ p.60
Discovering a Gem........ p.62

57THENEWBREEDOFANALYTIC
APPLICATIONS
BY WILLIAM CLARK
Historically, companies have relied on transaction -based accounting systems to manage cor-
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You'll need flexibility to cross
that bridge to the 21st century.
There's a lot of talk about that bridge— and it works just fine as a metaphoric roadway
to the future. But those of us who deal with massive volumes of financial information
know that the real journey will take us far from the straight and narrow. a Technological
crossovers — paradigm shifts — always twist and turn the status quo. Interoffice becomes
international; there's no mother tongue or common currency; no time of day except
real time. • The evolving software industry holds your business in a state of suspension,
uncertain of when or where or whether the next paradigm shock will throw you off course
Unless you're very flexible, and well connected. • We are. From the beginning, Flexi finan
software was built on an open, object - oriented architecture, enabling you to swiftly adapl
to unforeseen changes. It's a strategy that's paved the way toward our total alignment
today with Microsoft's worldwide vision and technology. Microsoft will call the major
turns down the road — and we're ready to embrace them. • We're not talking here about
metaphors, but real sottware components that interact, ana aaapt to new terrain. a best you
get connected. Get FlexiFinancials to help you cross that bridge safely.
YE AR 2 0 0 0
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Perspectives I
GATEWAYTOTHEFUTURE
As the IMA approaches the new millennium we are
faced with numerous challenges and rapid change.
Of course, just those issues that we are aware of
would be enough Of a challenge for most of us. In addition, there are numerous issues that haven't
emerged in our present business vision that we will
be dealing with before we realize it. That is why our
Annual Conference in St. Louis next year becomes
even more important than ever. Most of us are looking for a Gateway to the Future in our business lives,
and the IMA Annual Conference is certainly going to
serve in that role in 1998 in St. Louis, home of the
� R iP . ► G
world - famous gateway arch.
To help members prepare for this journey, the Program Committee has assembled a program deJ�
signed to educate, motivate, and challenge mem-

bers. at all levels. Nationally known speakers will
discuss what some believe is the end to the traditional business cycle, the management accountant

t
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as a change agent, how you can exploit all your talents and succeed in business by really trying, and the
latest�technological�advances�in�business�software�—among�many�other�relevant management accounting and financial management topics. The family event this year is designed to recreate the fun and excitement of the
1904 World's Fair for the delight and enjoyment of IMA families.
IMA as the global leader in management accounting and financial management is poised to assist its members in all of the issues that are emerging in our profession, to ensure that we are prepared for the future;
The other part of preparation for the future is the gateway that our business friends and associates in the IMA can help provide both personally
and professionally. The IMA Annual Conference is a key moment in our
year to recognize and celebrate our achievements with our friends and
families.
For more information on the Annual Conference program and events,
please call 800 - 638 -4427, ext, 221, or look at Annual Conference Information on the Web site, www.imanet.org. In addition there will be an Annual
Conference brochure distributed with the February issue of MANAGEMENT
AC C OUNT ING ma ga zine .

"Meet me in St. Louis" so that together we may discover the right gateways to the future of our challenging profession.
r ✓

i W w

KEITH BRYANT, JR., CMA
President, 1997 -98
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When you consider
the one on the right costs 10% less,
it's more like apples and oranges.
Switch to Lexmark cartridges for HP Lasedet printers and you'll never notice the difference. That is, not until it's time
to pay the bill. 'That's because Lexmark cartridges create high -quality output that's every flit as crisp and clean
r

as

H VS.In fact, the independent National Software Testing Laboratories found no significant difference between our cartridges
IO% less: We didn't need an independent tester to find that
out. All Lexmark cartridges for HP printers are 100% a l l n e w cartridges, and are not

and theirs. And ou><s C o s t a t l e a s t
t

AIINew "

remanufactured in any way. Whafs more, the return rate for defects is less than 1/2 of M That's why
V

e

we're con fident enou gh to back them with a lifetime

warranty.** So as you can see, the
differences between Lexmark and HP are truly delici o u s . For free product

AIINew Partsl

Formatio n and a dealer near you, call I- 800-

LEXMARK.

-VO1VJNT

LOM4wj� --

• Compariaun of mam thixu rei a 1k pritrx Attual Priers in yuur area may van.
'• Ildime warrunty doer, nut apply to raAtidgm whieh have kern rrtillal or renwnufattmed or tlmer whidt am simply empty as a rewlt of normal uae.
I.. x"Wrk i, a tntdemark or 1,rxmurk International, Inc.. n*ered in the United States and/or other countries. Print Lexmark 6 a tmdentark of laxowrk International Inc.
IWant! I a vdm are TgpAered trwMrnarka of Hewlett Pae"M Gimpany. 0 1997
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Stephen Barlas, Editor

PRESSUREONSECTO
POLICEYEAR 2000
DISCLOSURES
A key senator is seriously considering
pushing new legislation that would require companies to disclose on various
disclosure statements the costs likely
to be incurred in reconfiguring computer systems for Year 2000. Sen. Robert
Bennett (R.- Utah), chairman of the
Senate Banking subcommittee on financial services and technology, says
the SEC's plan to review Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition in annual reports for
adherence to
Staff Legal Bulletin No. 5, issued on October
8, may not be aggressive enough.
That Bulletin advises companies
on what they
should be report Sen. Robert F Bennett ing on costs asso
ciated with Year
2000 tasks. "I question whether a legal
interpretation is sufficient to encourage
companies to make appropriate disclosures," Bennett says. A review of 10 -1,Ls
reveals that very few companies made
specific disclosures with regard to the
Year 2000 problem. Most of the disclosures that have been made state generally that the companies are spending
money to fix the problem. Despite the
enormous projected litigation figures,
companies are not reporting specific exposure, according to Bennett. "I believe
some stronger action, perhaps in the
form of a law, is necessary to require,
rather than simply encourage, companies to keep investors informed," says
Bennett. "Such a law could require
8
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companies to disclose, on an ongoing
basis, the projected expenditures and
legal and operational uncertainties as-

sociated with the Year 2000 remediation efforts." But Brian Lane, director
of the SEC division of corporation finance, wants to give companies a
chance to digest the Staff Bulletin and
follow its recommendations. To ensure
that companies are toeing the admittedly advisory Staff Bulletin line, the
corporation finance staff will be focusing its reviews on industries where the
Year 2000 problem is most likely to
have a material impact, such as the financial services industry. The reviews
will look at disclosure in annual reports on Form 10 -K or 10 -KSB for companies with fiscal years ending December 31, 1997. "If the results of the
reviews suggest that disclosure in this
area is not satisfactory, the divisions
will consider whether to remedy the
situation by increasing targeted reviews of filings on this issue, identifying ways to further educate the filing
community about their disclosure obligations, or recommending that the Commission institute specific rule making
in this area. At present, however, the
staff believes companies are attempting
in good faith to understand and comply
with the disclosure requirements."

The computer -based solution to the
CFM Exam, from the leader in
reviews for the CMA Exam.
Video CFM Review available, boo.
Call today:

1 -800- 272 -PASS, EA. 2229

L' MicroMash.
� M M � u n .u u � W IM N M . � N W � ur aa w u b

* Certain

restrictions apply. Call for complete details.

IRSREFORM
The House is ready to pass an IRS reform bill which makes sweeping
changes in the way the taxman cometh.
A chief reform would be the creation of
an 11- person oversight board, composed
of private sector members, who would
direct the IRS's handling of such things
as computer modernization — heretofore
a disaster —and taxpayer relations. In
that latter category, the House bill
would change the way auditors and
agency lawyers would have to act with
taxpayers. An important change would
be a reversal in the current "burden of
proof" rule where the taxpayer has to
prove the IRS wrong. The House bill
would force the IRS to prove the taxpayer wrong. Though that is a popular
provision among individuals, the Tax
Executives Institute thinks it could
hurt corporations. Paul Cherecwich, Jr.,
vice president of tax at Thiokol Corporation, says the change could encourage
taxpayers to hide records that would
enable the IRS, if it got hold of them, to
prove its point. "A taxpayer's hide -theball strategy would insulate wrongdoers from paying their fair share, thereby requiring the rest of us to pay more,"
Chereewich says. "For example, if shifting the burden were to reduce voluntary compliance by as little as one percent, there would be a $10 billion
annual decrease in tax revenues —revenues that would have to be made up
by honest taxpayers." Edward Knight,
general counsel at the U.S. Treasury
Department, has made the same point.
But it is not clear whether President
Clinton would veto the entire bill if the
burden of proof shift stays in the bill.
Another of the 28 taxpayer reforms
included in the bill would extend the attorney -client privilege of confidentiality
to certified public accountants. "The recent congressional hearings on taxpayer
rights illustrate that IRS governance
needs an overhaul," says Michael Mares,
chair of the American Institute of CPAs'
Tax Executive Committee. "This legislation will bring improvements to the IRS
and the American tax system." The presumptive new IRS commissioner,
Charles R.ossotti, who is promising to
bring a big stick to the IRS, was confirmed in early November. ■
Step hen Barlas is a jo urnalis t with mo re
than 16 years o f exp erienc e rep orting fro m
Washingto n, D.C .
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Really? Tell me more
Value Added Resellers, the people who make their living by recommending
the right financial management systems, recommended and sold ACCPAC for
Windows more than any of our competitors.
Why? Because the most important features to the integrity and productivity
of any mission - critical accounting program are Reliability and Ease of Use.
And guess who VARS ranked # I in those two areas?
That's right, ACCPAC for Windows.

What about your other features?
We've got them — all you would expect from the mid - market leader.
Solid, comprehensive functionality designed for large businesses: Best -of -Class
Multicurrency and Best -of -Class Report Writers, according to Controller
Magazine ". And because we listen to the market, we also offer Decision
Support Tools, Sales Force Automation, and Web - enabled Functions among
others that corporations demand.

Selling
Windows
Accounting
Software!''

Fantastic! What about value for my dollar?
Whether you're responsible for a large distributed enterprise, a mid -sized
business or smaller, there's an ACCPAC solution to fit. Our products won't
compromise function, features, or your bottom -line. Value? Controller Magazine
rates ACCPAC for Windows Best -of -Class in value for all the core financials:
GL, AR, and AP
Plus our exclusive Investment Protection Plan provides peace -of -mind by
assuring the products you buy from us can grow as your company grows,
seamlessly and securely.
Find out today why ACCPAC is VARs' #I Selling Windows
accounting software. Call (800 ) 773 -5445, or visit our website today
for your FREE Trial Version of ACCPAC" for Windows.

' 'VARBasiness product Reparl. 1997
Controller Mageume, September. 1997

www.accpac.com
Now shipping ACCPAC for W indows Version 3.0
Circle No. 13
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After working at a public accounting firm for 12 years, I decided to join a mid -sized
insurance company about a year ago as controller. As a working mother, I had
hoped the pace would be slower so I could spend more time with my family. However, I have found that I work just as many hours and that I miss the variety of work
1 had as a public accountant. I am considering opening my own business, but I am
a little overwhelmed at the prospect of making such a big leap. Any advice?

Max Messmer, Editor

Opening your own business.
Your public accounting background
combined with experience in the private sector are highly sought after
today. The healthy economy and overall
strength in the accounting field make
this a great time to pursue many professional opportunities. In fact, your
toughest decision right now may be
determining which option to choose.
Starting your own business is a
viable alternative to consider, particularly since you have been unhappy
with the two more traditional career
paths in accounting. Balancing family
and work demands increasingly has
become an issue for those in the profession. At your senior level, however, it
can be challenging to find a position at
a public firm or in private industry
that provides the shorter work week
you are seeking.
Opening your own accounting practice can provide you with autonomy
and the flexibility to work when you
want to. Having one's name on the
proverbial door is certainly appealing
to many. Keep in mind that you'll be
wearing many hats. Beyond having a
solid accounting background, you'll
need to develop strong marketing and
customer service skills as you seek new
clients and work to retain them. You'll
also have to handle such functions as
administration, billing, and, eventually,
personnel issues should you decide to
expand.
The overall management of your
business, particularly in the beginning,
may require long work hours and commitment for it to be successful.
10
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Consulting as a caroor option. One
career option that comes to mind given
your extensive accounting background
is consulting either independently or
through a staffing service. As an independent consultant you can enjoy
greater control of your work schedule
and be exposed to a variety of projects.
But you also will run into the same
challenges associated with opening a
small business such as selling and
receiving payment for your services.
The alternative is consulting
through a staffing firm. This type of
work is quite different from traditional
temporary assignments in which many
accountants are working with the ultimate goal of finding full -time employment. Instead, many professionals are
pursuing consulting as a career
because it provides them with an ongoing series of challenging projects in
which they fill an advisory role. What
makes this approach worth considering
for you is the fact that it is very conducive to balancing work and family
life. It also is appealing to accountants
who may lack either the interest or
skills in "knocking on doors" but still
want to work as consultants.
Only 10 years ago, this high -level
consulting option was virtually nonexistent in this form. Now, both professionals and the business community
are recognizing the opportunities available. Companies are using senior -level
consultants for projects of a set duration including process reengineering
for accounting and financial operations
and financial systems conversions or

upgrades. This kind of financial expertise also is sought after by business
startups or rapidly growing firms and
during such transitions as mergers and
acquisitions, as well as for training and
mentoring of accounting and financial
staff. Reflecting the rising demand for
senior- level, project -based staffing is a
division we recently launched called
RHI Management Resources. The complex nature of these financial projects
and their duration — typically several
months to a year or longer —gives seasoned professionals the latitude to
choose where they want to work and
for how long.
Is consulting right for you? Whether
you decide to work independently or
join a staffing firm, there are a number
of issues to consider before becoming a
consultant. Contract consulting or project work can offer many benefits, but it
is not for everyone, particularly those
who prefer the stability offered by a
single employer.
As a consultant, adaptability is key.
You indicated that you missed the variety of work you had as a public accountant, which is a good indicator that you
enjoy dealing with new situations and
work environments. Periodic change is
part of the consulting business so it's
important that it appeal to you.
Consultants must understand a company's strategic business objectives
and industry in order to provide the
best accounting solutions and advice.
Project work also requires good people
skills because you'll be interacting with
a variety of personalities at all levels of
an organization. Your public and private accounting experience would seem
to serve you well in these respects.
Making a dcosion. The range of opportunities available to accounting professionals has never been greater, especially for those with backgrounds such
as yours. Each option has its advantages and disadvantages, so it's important to take the time to evaluate all of
your choices. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO of
Robert Half International, Inc., parent company
of Robert HalfM and Accountemps®. RHI is the
world's first and largest specialized staffing
services firm placing accounting, finance, and
bookkeeping professionals on a full-time and
temporary basis. Mr. Messmer's most recent
books are 50 Ways to Get Hired (William Morrow) and Job Hunting for Dummies"' (IDG
Books).
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Why haven'tYOUautomated 07

your time and attendance process yet .
Chicken? Don't be. Implementing a system that accurately tracks labor hours is as easy
as a phone call to Simplex. We'll guide you through the process with expertise and complete
support�—�from�assessing�your�needs,�to�system�installation�and�training,�to�service�and�upgrades.

Our Windows® -based WinSTAR® time and attendance system dramatically reduces labor hours, eliminates costly
manual errors, provides invaluable management reports and helps you comply with the Family and Medical Leave
Act. Best of all, it's supported by Simplex, with 140 company -owned and operated locations and thousands of
employees worldwide. So have no fear, we'll have you up and running and controlling payroll costs in no time.

G Simplex
� 1 Sa � CYI U� M D

Call us at 1- 800 - 225 -0496 or visit us at www .simplexnet.com

DiVi101M /M1

0 1997 Simpler Time Recorder Co. Windows is a registered trademark of MicrosoJt'Corporation.
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TRA•1997-WHATHATHCONGRESSWROUGHT?
Toparaphrase the Bible(Numbers
23:23), what hath Congress wrought in
the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997? I find it
prophetic that the original telegraph
message that Samuel F. B. Morse sent in
May 1844 was this biblical quote. If the
1840s were subject to such complex tax
laws as the 1990s, the telegraph might
never have been invented because it
may have been more profitable for
Morse to have been a tax accountant or
lawyer than a scientist.
The new individual capital gains provisions exacerbate the complexity problem and add planning opportunities and
uncertainty to our tax law. And this coming from a Congress that less than two
years ago was going to pull the tax law
out by its roots. To paraphrase Pogo, we
have seen the enemy, and it is Congress.
The basics of the new capital gains
rules were explained nicely in the September 1997 column. Let's look at the
uncertainties and opportunities that
these new individual tax rules provide.
Children as a tax shelter again. Because
a child over 13 is, allowed a 10% capital
gains rate on the first $24,650 of taxable
income (the limit for a married child is
$41,200), it will be tempting to shift capital gain income among family members.
Thus, if a first -year college student has
$5,000 in ordinary taxable income, a
parent could shift almost $20,000 of appreciated 18 -month property to the
child, gift tax -free, and save $2,000 in income tax on its sale.
Watch your stock option holding period.
A stock option is qualified if, among other conditions, the stock is held two years
after grant and one year after exercise.
If these time frames are strictly met,
however, a 28% capital gain rate will apply. Moral of the story: If the risk/reward
warrants it, hold the stock for more than
18 months after exercise.
12
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Installment sales of real estate. The
new rules apply to capital gains recognized after 1996 even though the installment sales occurred before 1997. What if
real estate was held more than 18
months, and some gain was properly recognized in pre -1997 years? Does the previous gain come out of the 25%
depreciation basket first, last, or
pro rata?
A technical corrections bill, which has
not been enacted as yet, will clarify
many of the following issues in a taxpayer- favorable manner. (See Notice 97 -59.)

VNEDMAN
INSTA-CNECK`"'
SOFTWARE
LASERPRINTCHECKS
FROMANYACCOUNT
ONBLANKSTOCK,
ASNEEDED,
ATBIGSAVINGSI
✓ ✓Laser✓print✓customized✓checks✓from
multiple accounts in one step -forms, logos,
signatures, bank data and MICR coding.
✓ ✓Greater✓security✓-no✓pre✓-✓printed
checks to be lost or stolen
✓ ✓Dramatically✓cut✓check✓processing✓time
✓ ✓Use✓PCs✓or✓networks/seamless✓with
most popular accounting software.
Call 1-800. 6246716 today for details.

Section 1231(c) recapture. The tax law
requires that if a 1231 gain is recognized
within five years of a 1231 loss, the gain
must be characterized as ordinary income. Pre -97 Act, this rule was a trap for
the unwary but fairly easy to apply. Under the new law, with Section 1231 gains
being divided into 18 months' and 12
months' baskets, as well as real estate
depreciation being specially taxed, which
gain should be recaptured under Section
1231(c)?
What do 1231 losses and capital losses
offset: 28%, 25% or 20% income? With
18- and 12 -month holding periods for
capital and business assets as well as
special real estate depreciation recapture rules, what does a 1231 loss or a
capital loss net against in a tax year? Do
real estate losses offset only 25% income, losses on 18 -month property offset
20% income, and what do short -term
capital losses offset?
Flow- through reporting. What information should a partnership, LLC, or S corporation pass through to their owners?
Regulation 1.702- 1(a)(3) says net 1231
gain or loss, but this will not result in an
accurate determination of the individual
partner /shareholder's tax liability.
12- vs. 18 -month holding period and
death. Section 12231.111 holds that if
property is received from a decedent,
and the property is sold within one year,
it will be deemed to have been held by
the estate or heirs more than one year.
This rule applies whether the deceased
held the property for 50 days or 50
years. How does the estate or heirs figure time for purposes of the 18 -month
holding period? Is it automatically 18
months, or must the estate hold the
property another six?
In conclusion, the new individual tax
treatment of Section 1221 and 1231 assets is a good example of how the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 is really the Accountants' and Attorneys' Full Employment
Act and how this tax law was written to
be enacted, not to be complied with or administered!— Stewart S. Karlinsky

The H E D M A N . Company
OVER80YEARSLEADERSHIP
INCHECKPRBTECTIONPROnuCTS
Circle No. 20

Stewart S. Karlinsky, Ph.D., CPA, MBA, is
graduate tax director, San Jose State University,
San Jose, Calif.
Anthony P. Curatola is the Joseph F. Ford Professor of Accounting at Drexel University.
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D O N ' T H AV E AN IN TEG R ATE D H R / PAYRO L L
SYS TE M IN P L ACE YE T?

Yesterday it was the unexpected
"extra" payroll service bureau fees.
Today, you're faced with penalties
because of one government reporting
error. And rising employee benefits
expenses are eating into your profits.

Take Control of Payroll

Abra Suite Can Help

Make Training Dollars Work Harder

Abra Suite gives you control over
the full spectrum of HR and payroll
management. All without breaking
the bank.
Abra Suite helps you save in every
area of workforce management ...

Investing in employee training helps
you retain key employees and
makes them more productive. With
Abra Suite, you can better target
your training dollars, so your workforce remains competitive.

Cut Your Cost-per -Hire
Abra Suite accelerates and streamlines the recruiting process, so you
get the right people in the right
jobs, faster.

Payback in Less Than a Year

By processing payroll inhouse, you
avoid increasing fees, errors and
scheduling problems. Not to

mention lost interest from early
collection of payroll taxes!

Many HRIS solutions come with big
price tags and big implementation
times. Abra Suite is different. With
solutions starting at $5,000, it's
affordable. It's easily implemented in
your current technical environment.
And it's easy to use (honest!) Put it

to work today, and you'll see full
Pp dt de

Tedy'

payback in less than a year.
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Call Us Today
Let our experts help determine

how you can start saving
tomorrow. Call 800- 424 -9392.
Authorization Code TG999.

Bestl

Dis co ve r Abr a Suit e' " t o d ay! C a ll 8 0 0. 4 24 . 9 39 2 .
Best Software is the choice for human resource, payroll and fixed asset management software for more
than 40,000 organizations throughout North America. http:i /www.bestsoftware.com.

• The industry's
leading
IIRIS/Payroll
solution
• Trusted by more
than 17, 000
clients
• Year 2000
compatible
• Ask about NEW
Abra Tax F i l e'
Service!
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Kathy Williams, Editor

U.S.LAGSINSMARTCARDUSE
Although the use of smart cards is
booming overseas, especially in Europe, the United States hasn't quite
taken to the little credit -card sized
computers yet. But now the market, especially for students, is poised for a
tremendous surge, according to a new
research report, "The Smart Card,"
published by SBJ Services.
Campus smart cards can be used for
a variety of services, according to the
U.K. -based company. For example, they
can be used to access secure areas such
as dormitories, computer networks,
and parking garages; to pay for items
in the student bookstore, vending machines, or photocopies; as library cards;
as long - distance telephone cards; as
transit cards; and to store personal ID
information such as academic data and
health records. Florida State University, Hamlin University, Loyola College,
the University of Michigan, Oklahoma
State University, and Queens College
are a few of the campuses already using the cards.
Several other projects are planned
for the coming year in the United
States. The U.S. General Services Administration, which provides federal
agencies with more than $12 billion of
goods and services a year, plans to use
the technology for its payments cards
and for multifunction cards that combine identification and building access
with payment services. The state of
Ohio plans to have food stamps benefits distributed via smart card by
March 2000. And in Oklahoma,
MediCard patient cards will hold identification data as well as details of allergies, diagnoses, medications, insurance, primary physician, and emergency data.
In other parts of the world, the development of smart cards has been driven by the banking and telecommunications sectors, which have been at14
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tracted by the increased security and
reduction in costs that smart cards
bring, the report explains. To find out
more about smart cards and their use,
visit SBJ Services at www.sib.co.uk.

WEWANTYOURMATERIAL
IMA's Committee on Academic Relations invites all members to submit a
one -page outline or abstract on a current topic in accounting and/or financial management education, management accounting and/or financial management practice, or related business
issues to be used as part of the roundtable discussions June 14, 1998, at the
Annual Conference in St. Louis. The
Committee prefers the majority of topics to be related to education, but other
topics of interest will be considered as
well. Also, although the Committee expects most of the presenters to be academics, it encourages joint presentations by educators and corporate
accountants.
The roundtable discussions will be
held from 10 a.m. until noon on that
Sunday, so presenters and other participants may register for Sunday only, if
they wish, at a one -day rate of $195.
This registration will be good for the
entire day's events, which include the
roundtable discussions, other technical
sessions, and the Family Event at the
end of the day.
The deadline for submitting your
material is February 10, 1998. For
more information and/or to submit an
outline or abstract, contact Rebecca
A. Kerr, Midlands Technical College,
P.O. Box 2408, Columbia, SC 29202.
Her e-mail address is

even though consumers say technologies are valuable to them, a recent
study by the American Society for
Quality (ASQ) and the Gallup Organization found. Participants were asked
what technologies are important to
them, how they use technology, and if
and why they own technological products. Of those responding, 64% own
and/or use enhanced telephone services, 63% an ATM card, 53% a personal computer, 47% a fax machine, 45% a
cellular telephone, 34% Internet access,
31% a pager, 24% conference calling,
and 10% video conferencing. Which
technologies are most valuable to the
respondents? In descending order they
are PC, 43 %; ATM card, 42 %; cellular
phone, 40 %; pager, 39 %; fax machine,
31 %; enhanced phone services, 31 %; Internet access, 22 %; conference calling,
21 %; and video conferencing, 18 %.
Of those who say they have access to
the Internet, 59% report they use it to
look up information more than once a
week, 51% use it for business e-mail,
and 50% use it for personal e-mail. And
61% say they will escalate their use
over the next three years. Only 2%
have used it to make purchases, however, and only 36% plan to start making purchases via the Net. Also, respondents say they regard the Internet
more as a diversion than a necessity.
Regarding product and service quality, 53% of the respondents give high
marks to the quality of their high -tech
products, while 36% give high marks to
service quality. When they were asked
why they thought service quality had
deteriorated, 23% said it was because
of employee indifference, 14% said
companies are sacrificing service to increase profits, 10% said good service is
not available, and 7% said the service
was bad or poorly managed. Only 6%
reported downsizing as the reason.
Anyone who wants a free copy of the
summary of the report can call ASQ's
customer service center at 1- 800 -2481946 and ask for item number B0872,
or visit ASQ on the Web at
www.asq.org.

KERRB @MTC.M1D.TEC.SC. US.

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE TAXES

ARE

Earlier this year the Communications
and Electronic Commerce Tax Project,
a group of 32 state and local government and business organizations, met
under the auspices of the National Tax

YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR TECHNOLOGY?

Information and networking technologies are not transforming lives yet,

BUDG

CONSOLIDATION

CAUSING YOU HEADACHES?.
PLANETCORPORATION'S BUSINESS MAESTRo mWILL ENHANCE YOUR BUDGET PROCESS AND MORE! OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

eadaches. Isn't that what happens when you try to
prepare and consolidate your budgets? Are you tired
of wrestling with spreadsheets, formulas, macros, and
pivot tables? Then today is the day you want to take the
cure —Planet Corporation's Business Maestro.

7FUNC
TIONALITY

ALLTHETOOLSYOUNEEDINONEPLACE!
Business Maestrois an information-driven product that

orchestrates all of the business services you need for budgeting,
planning, modeling, and financial forecasting. With Maestro at
work, you'll minimize your budget cycles, maximize data
integrity, receive time critical management reports and more —
without creating any formulas or macros.

EXCEL BUSINESS
OR1-2-3 MAESTRO

BudgetProcessSupport

No

Yes

BusinessModeling

No

Yes

Automated"Whatif'Scenarios

No

Yes

AutomatedBudgetReforecasting

No

Yes

Built-inStrategicPlanWriter

No

Yes

AssetMgmt&Deprec.

No

GCorripliant
A A P . Reports & Charts

No

Yes
Yes

MultipleBudgetConsolidation

No

*Yes

•�Bisness�Maestro�Enterprise�EdNon�only.

NOBODYELSECANDOIT.
NOBODYELSEISEVENTRYING.

Business Maestro has changed the way we do budgeting."
John T. Duncan, CFO - U.S. Textile Corp.

How does it work? Simple.Business Maestro asks you to "pick
and plug" your numbers; it'll crunch'em, rock and roll with
"what if"? scenarios, and produce charts and reports. When
you are ready click on "Write the Plan," then sit back and
watch the magic. And best of allthere is no risk'

ANALYZEANDEVALUATEYOURDATA
Our SmartPlanet Technology" allows you to create intricate
"what -if" scenarios and measure the consequences to your
bottom line.You can forecast results from changes in sales,
cost of goods, inventory, manpower, assets, taxes and other
influences —then modify your budget and reforecast with the
click of a mouse. Or download actual data from your
accounting system to measure performance and create
up-to-dateanalysis and reports.

ONLY$995,30-DAYMONEYBACKGUARANTEE
You'll be amazed at how much more quickly, easily and effectively you can plan, consolidate and manage your budgets.
So go ahead —you'll have 30 days to convince yourself it's the
best investment you've ever made. OR we will cheerfully
refund your money.

111111� �

NO-RISK,30-DAYMONEYBACKGUARANTEE

OPERATEALONEORINCONCERT
There's never any dissonance when you
put Maestro to work for you, no matter
how complex your company's organizational structure. Managers can use
Business Maestro to prepare and control
their own budgets (even use different
currencies).Then utilize Business
Maestro 's Enterprise Edition to
automatically roll -up independent
budgets into one unified budget.
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All major credit cards are accepted.
System availability: All versions
of Windows, including Windows NT,

CORPORATION"
Stay on top of your bottom line.

#1�In�Enterprise�-Wide�Budget�Planning�•�Financial�Control*�Forecasting
0

1991 PlanetCorporationandBusinessMaestroareIrademarksof Plonel(or poroIion.Alliighis reseived.(DD
E-mail:plan@planst- Corp.com
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What'sthebestwaytoprepareforcomputer-basedExams?
Withourcomputer-basedreviews.
Sincewepioneeredcomputer-basedreviewsfortheCMAandCFMExams,
weknowhowtodoitbetterthananyoneelse.
Weevenguarantee*you'l pass.Orderand completethepartsyou needand
you'llpass each oneorwe'llrefund yourpurchaseprice.

structured notes. The GAO analyzed
the federal sales practice requirements
applicable to these products and the
dealers marketing them ; the extent of
end -user satisfaction with sales practices, product use, and related disputes
and the costs of these disputes; the
views of end -users and dealers on the
nature of their relationship and responsibilities; the actions dealers and
end -users have taken to reduce the potential for sales practice disputes; and
the actions taken by regulators to address sales practice issues.
"401(k) Pension Plans: Loan Provisions Enhance Participation but May
Affect Income Security for Some" presents the results of the GAO's study to
determine the effects of pension -plan
borrowing on participation in and contributions to 401(k) pension plans, to
describe the demographic and economic characteristics of workers who borrow from their pension accounts, and
to identify the potential consequences
for participants who borrow from their
pension accounts.
One copy of each report is available
free from the GAO. To order them, call
(202) 512 -6000, or fax a request to
(202) 512 -6061. Ask for reports
"GAO /GGD -98 -5 OTC Derivatives
Sales Practices" and "GAO/HEHS -98 -5
401(k) Pension Plans."

Practiceandlearn thewayyou'llbetested. Pass.Guaranteed.
It's really that easy. Calltoday.

1 -800- 272 -PASS, Ext.2230.
MO MicroMash®
The Multimedia Publisher for Professionals

6402�South�Troy�Circle�•�Englewood,�CO�80111�-6424�•�(303)�799�-0099�•�FAX:�(303)�799�-1425�•�e�-mail:�info@Microlvash.eor,
Visit our web site: hHp: //www.MicroMash.com
Certain restrictions apply. Call for complete details. © 1997M-Mash, Inc. MluoMash is a registered trademarkof M -Mash, Inc.

Association (NTA) to discuss electronic
commerce taxation. The group is studying issues related to th e taxatio n of
electronic commerce and will recommend model legislation, p articularly in
the sales and use tax area. Meetings
will be held around the country to solicit the public's views on this matter,
If you would like to find out more
about the grou p and what it is do ing,
as well as offer some input, visit its
Web site at www.nhdd.com /nta. The site
will be updated with information on all
scheduled meetings and all do cuments
16
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under con sideration by the group as
they are issued.

GAOISSUESREPORTSONOTC
DERIVATIVES, 401(K) PLANS
The U.S. General Accounting Office recently issu ed two reports that m ay be
of interest. "OTC Derivatives: Additional Oversight Could Reduce Costly
Sales Practice Disputes" presents the
results of the GAO's review of sales
practices for over - the - counter derivatives, mortgage- backed securities, and

OUTSOURCING
Almost every week another study on
outsourcing reports the trend is growing —and with no end in sight. In a
survey of more than 300 executives by
Pitney Bowes Management Services,
58% of the respondents said that outsourcing is absolutely essential or very
important to their companies' maintaining a competitive edge. The sectors
doing the most outsourcing are financial/banking, professional services, and
legal.
Thirty -eight percent of the respondents said at least 11% of their total
operations are outsourced, and 17% are
outsourcing more than 20% of their total operations. When asked to rank the
performance of their current vendors
that were conducting various out sourced functions, executives reported
the best performance was found in tax
planning and compliance, legal services, imaging, payroll, records management, and sales. ■

Does your accounting
software pass the
Year 2000 test?
Find out in 30 minutes with Free_lnalysis Kit!
More than five million businesses
have a problem, and they may not realize
just how serious the problem is. Their
accounting software can't handle Year
2000 transaction dates because their
computer thinks the two -digit date "00"
is 1900 —not 2000!
Is your system affected?

In a recent survey, most financial
managers admitted that they didn't know
if their system was Year 2000 certified.
That's risky. And it's a risk you can avoid.
Ask for our Year 2000 Analysis Kit, and
you'll find out how your system measures
up when it comes to dealing with the
Year 2000 crisis.

Our Year 2000 Analysis Kit for
financial managers is packed with useful
information and, best of all, it's free for
the asking. Simply call 800- 873 -7282.
SBT Accounting Systems, Inc.
is the leading developer of database
accounting software with 300,000
business users worldwide from single
user to client/server environments.
And every product is
v___ ,,.,..., - __._&

Only iS days IVt before the Year 2000.
It's best to update your accounting
software at a month -end that coincides
with a weekend. If you look at a calendar
you'll see that there are only a handful
of opportunities left to solve your Year
2000 accounting problem before the
new millennium.
Get started today.
Find out where you stand now
so you can update your system at
your convenience and avoid costly
business interruptions.

`Accounting Systems
Circle No. 15

Ask for the FREE Year 2000.1nalysls Kit and put
your accounting sgftware to the test. You'll get the
Manager's Workbook, a self-test diskette, and the
Year 2000 checklist.

Call 800 -873 -7282 or fax your request
to 5i0 -676 -5736 for offer #52B. Or
you can order over the Internet at
www.sbi.com /2000.

1401 Los Gamos Drive, San Rafael,CA 94903
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BY GLORY KULCZYCKI, CMA

Cenificate of7Kerit

Information
Security
It's not just what you
know —it's also how well
you keep it to yourself.
18
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ank robbers net about $85 per
holdup and are caught 80% of the
time. Information thefts average
$800,000 in value, and the thieves are
caught only 210 of the time. These statistics suggest that while guarding the
petty cash box is an important responsibility for financial control, many companies have a lot more to lose if information security is lax, and their
proprietary information gets into the
wrong hands.
"Safeguarding the assets" often is
associated with financial and accounting responsibility. In the past, this has
meant that financial leaders have
established proper controls on financial
transactions, participated in the periodic physical inventory. count, provided
an audit function, tracked the disposition of fixed assets, and accepted other
security roles. As technological changes
have multiplied, the definition of
"assets" today includes intangible valuables such as proprietary product
information, intellectual property, and
basic computer systems integrity. Protecting these assets can be a challenge,
particularly in a competitive environment where industrial espionage is not
unknown and threats to computers
range from viruses to system infiltration. Strict security in the office at
times will inhibit an "open office" environment and teamwork and must be
balanced against the cost of maintaining confidentiality.

IT'SYOURMONEY

Safeguarding a company's information has significant financial implications. The loss or theft of sensitive
financial information or proprietary
process or product information can set
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Call Armstrong Laing at 800 - 883 -4111
to Receive Your Free Copy of "Solving
The Enterprise -Wide ABM Puzzle."
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the firm back considerably in terms of
wasted development expense or advantage over the competition. Information
leaked to the industry press can affect
a company's stock price adversely or
dilute the impact of a carefully planned product promotion. Inadequate
patent protection of inventions can
eliminate years of competitive edge
and cost a company millions in profits.
Companies today pour millions of
dollars into new features and techniques and cannot afford to "deliver"
them to their competition through
carelessness. There are a growing
number of companies who are approaching information security with all
the seriousness and technology once
reserved for top secret government and
military confidentiality systems.

RETHINKINGTHEVALUE
OFINFORMATION
Statements of financial position
rarely include the totality of a company's information assets. Every company has extensive sensitive and proprietary information such as financial
results and projections, customer profiles, compensation agreements, legal
information, personnel records, costs,
pricing strategy, acquisition plans,
negotiations, and similar data. In addition, there are the product and process
information areas including the current market offerings as well as any
advanced research that might be under
way. All these data have loss potential
and require increasingly thorough protection as new customer features are
developed and global competition
becomes tougher.
Ten years ago, the theft of 1,000
pages of confidential information
would have required the use of a small
handcart. Not so today. Advances in
electronic and computer technology
have made these data more powerful,
easier to store and manipulate, and,
therefore, more easily slipped into a
shirt pocket, copied, mailed, or maliciously damaged in place.
Targets can he digital or human. A single sensitive program inside a company
might generate millions of pages per
year of potentially confidential or sensitive information. Examples are feature and product drawings and photographs, descriptions, test plans and
20
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results, financial plans, marketing
strategy, cost and pricing information,
manufacturing and assembly processes, and training and customer data. In
addition, a company might have hundreds of people working directly on a
new product or process along with
thousands who are peripherally aware
of the sensitive information.
Many companies employ very
aggressive "competitive analysis"
teams either in -house or under contract. These teams are dedicated to
gathering critical information on the
competition via dozens of listening
posts. Often they are part of the financial function due to the high level of
financial analysis involved in sleuthing
their competition's strategies, financial
strength, cost profile, and development
expenses. These highly professional
detectives are able to piece together
scraps of information obtained through
legal means to produce extremely
insightful and current analyses of the
competition. Their information guides
and influences their company's prod uct/service pricing and investment
strategies. There is also extensive
industrial espionage that preys on the
same carelessness and ease of data
infiltration.

WHATTOPROTECT
ANDHOW

P rotecting every single piece of sensitive internal information from loss or
theft is not possible and would be prohibitively expensive if it were. In addition, strict confidentiality invariably
would interfere with productive workflow and critical communications between employees and entities. Nonetheless, there are commonsense steps
that can be taken to maintain a minimum of protection, and a concerned
financial leader needs to weigh the

costs against the potential damage and
act accordingly for the benefit of the
company.
Professional security experts recommend that the first step is to determine what information must be protected, focusing on five to 10 key items.
For some companies this list could be
very extensive, including even the
development capital and expenses
related to a project. For other companies this list could be limited to specific
product features, names, colors, introduction schedules, and cost information. Once the critical list has been
determined, the next step is to train all
personnel in contact with the information in the means for protecting those
data.

SAFEGUARDINFORMATION
ATTHEWORKPLACE

T he typical office desk often is a vir

tual gold mine of sensitive information,
particularly for the finance professional. In order to keep information secure,
desks need to be fairly well organized
so that stacks of sensitive material are
not visible. It is easier to detect missing data on an organized desktop. A
locking cabinet is essential for anyone
who handles confidential material. If
the office itself cannot be locked, many
companies maintain a secured vault or
fireproof safe for critical data. Excess
or obsolete confidential information
should be shredded on -site daily, both
paper and transparencies. It is uncomfortable but advisable to challenge
strangers who may wander through
the area.
For highly sensitive projects or
teams, it no longer is unusual for companies to set them up in a separate,
easily secured area or building in order
to limit casual access to confidential
information. These facilities often have
security guards or controlled access
with magnetic identification cards or
both. Video cameras also are used as a
common security technique. Many of
these systems are portable and can be
reused in other locations when the
work changes. An increasing number of
companies require all employees to display identification badges at all times
in order to minimize unauthorized visits. Companies and their employees
naturally are proud of their achievements and future plans, but tours

through sensitive departments and
development areas clearly should be
avoided.
Modern telephones have numerous
productivity features that far outshine
the old, black rotary -dial models that
were once the standard. But modems,
speed numbers, speakerphones, voice
mail, and mobile phones bring very
real information security exposures.
It's important to keep modem and
long - distance numbers confidential.
Employees should be cautious about
discussing sensitive information on
telephones in open -air cubicles or on
speakerphones because they can be
overheard easily. Also, cellular phones
accidentally can be overheard or monitored purposely by other users due to
the nature of cellular transmission.
Any voice mail system should include a
passcode so that only the proper personnel can access stored messages.

" I need a few changes to
this report .. 0
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T he laptop computer is another wondrous invention whose very portability
makes it vulnerable to information loss
or theft. A laptop should be treated, at
a minimum, like a wallet and kept
with the user or locked up when not in
use. Laptops can be secured further
with password access, particularly
when the password is changed frequently and kept secret. Sensitive
material should not be stored on the
hard drive but should be downloaded
daily onto floppies that can be locked
up separately from the PC. Floppies
and other tape or diskette versions of
confidential information are very insecure unless kept in a carefully monitored library system where users sign
out specific, numbered items.
Local area networks (LANs) are
common today, and they provide an
open book of information to anyone
who can access them. Shared drives on
LANs can be secured, but it takes special software to do so. It is worthwhile
to have a savvy systems person try to
break into a secured LAN as a test of
the security. In addition, e-mail memos
are passed very easily and should never contain confidential information on
a public system. Private e-mail systems have similar exposure, and the
copy list on sensitive memos should be
extremely limited. PC and fax printers

" I want East Coast Region numbers
summarized by product line for the year to
date by month with budgeted comparisons
and a percent variance on my desk for this
afternoon's board meeting."
A co mmo n scenario. Ti gh t dead lin es. Hi gh
expectations. But if you're using F9 from Synex
Systems, you're prepared. F9 turns your spreadsheet
into a powerful financial reporting application. The
bottom line? You can get the report you want, by the
deadline, and it will look like it was prepared by a
professional graphics firm.
Simply put, wi th F9, you can create a u l ,financial report.

F9 "the future of f inancial reporting"

1- 800 - 663 -8663

www.f9.com

F9 is a regist —d ttndc=rk of Syn" Systems Cntpnratiun
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You can spend a fortune locking up your resources and systems, but it all will be wasted
if the human side of the equation is neglected. People prefer answers to questions, and
we are especially fond of simple answers. Toward that end, we often make assumptions—a dangerous inclination when security is a goal.
For instance, most of us have been conditioned to believe that the waste basket signifies
an end to the process. We assume that if you are done with it, you just toss it, and that's
it. Not really. What's in the basket, actually, is in transit, and it is one of the richest veins
of corporate information to be mined later by "Dumpster divers."
And the CDs containing programs and demos —you can assume that they are clean and
don't need to be scanned by your virus checker, right? Wrong! There is nothing special
about CDs to guarantee that they are distributed clean. One of the largest software
providers in the world recently sent out a CD infected with the Wazzu virus (a Word
macrovirus). As the price comes down on writable CD technology, it will be even more
important to treat CDs like any other memory medium (disk, tape, or drive). Scan them all
But you can at least dispense with the paranoia when you are dealing with trusted
sources, right? I mean if you can't trust your friends.... Well, as soon as you make the
easy assumption, life is right there to shake you awake, sometimes with amusing irony.
Take this article for instance. Not only is the source trusted, but the very subject is cautionary. And the disk was delivered to our editorial office infected with the Concept.A
virus, a Word macro virus!
There is one last assumption that should be avoided. This particular supposition serves
as a refuge after the system has been hacked, or the files stolen, or the contracts
divulged. It is usually expressed in words that sound like "they got us." It is best not to
forget that "they" were not the ones who built the wall around your system or put the
passwords in place; "they' don't bear the ultimate responsibility.

W,
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often use a film to print. It can be
"read" and should be destroyed before
it is discarded.
Theft of critical information can be
disastrous, but loss or damage can be
worse. Virus - detection software and
procedures should be in use on all PC
systems. Electronic mail systems and
the Internet also are powerful tools,
especially in the wrong hands. The
Internet is notoriously insecure
because of possible viruses and data
infiltration.
A great deal of critical information is
communicated in meetings in conference rooms. While this is often the best
way to interact with large groups, precautions need to be taken. Notes and
presentations on flip charts, posters,
blackboards, and large format copier
boards (Panaboards) need to be erased
or removed after the session. If participants must have handout or recall
material, it should be on a limited
basis, and any excess should be collected and secured. Elaborate "war rooms"
with posted schedules, feature details,
22
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and marketing plans need to be locked
when not in use. If rooms contain teleconferencing capability, the equipment
should be checked and turned off when
not in use because it can "broadcast"
conversations to accidental listeners.

MOUNTAINSOF
SENSITIVEPAPER

A

company attempting to improve its
information security needs to minimize
the number of documents produced.
Old and obsolete documents need to be
shredded, perhaps with a master kept
in one secure location for authorized
employees to share. Sensitive material
should be clearly stamped CONFIDENTIAL, SENSITIVE, or SECURED.
While these words may draw some
attention to the document, they do tell
the recipient, unequivocally, how to
handle it. Confidential material should
be clearly marked as such on each
page, especially if it will be shared
with outsiders operating under a confidentiality agreement. This step can

provide the critical evidence that your
company communicated the sensitive
nature of the material should there
ever be a lawsuit.
When appropriate, certain paper or
electronic material should be marked
DO NOT PHOTOCOPY. Current presentation software can slant the
intended recipient's name across each
page in gray or faint block letters,
which discourages random duplicating
because it signals who made the
copies. When confidential material
must be copied, employees should be
careful that light, dark, or bad copies
are not left in the copy machine or in
the trash or recycling bins for a casual
passerby to retrieve.
When using interoffice mail to send
sensitive documents, tamperproof
envelopes should be used inside the
interoffice mail envelopes, or the document should be hand carried. Fax
material should be retrieved immediately upon transmission. The same
rule should apply to PC and e-mail
printers. A secured fax machine may
be appropriate in certain situations.
Binders of sensitive information that
must be shared should be logged out in
a library system. Photographs of sensitive subjects, such as new products,
need to be protected even when the
film is undeveloped.
It is common today for companies to
designate new products, process development, or special projects with a code
name. This practice helps to identify
the work and its objectives, solidifying
the team and serving as a shorthand
for a complicated program. Code names
are beneficial, but rarely should they
be linked directly to their definition in
the same document. Likewise, code
names of confidential work should not
be listed in "public" printings such as
addresses, shipping destinations, signs,
business cards, published documents,
organization announcements, or at
trade shows. Even for internal documents, prominent display of the code
name on binders or reports only invites
inappropriate interest.

CAUTIONWHILE
TELECOMMUTING
ANDTRAVELING

E mployees are very mobile today, and
work often takes place anywhere
except in the traditional office. Caution

Circle No.

should be used when taking sensitive
material out of the office because documents can be misplaced en route, briefcases and laptops frequently are
stolen, paper trash at home can get
into the wrong hands (arts and crafts
paper for children's school projects),
and diskettes can be lost or stolen.
Conversations with family and friends
should be limited as they can inadvertently divulge critical information
through innocent conversations and
correspondence.
Suppliers, contractors, and customers participating in sensitive work
need to sign confidentiality agreements. These agreements should require the supplier/customer to inform,
in plain English, any of its employees
working on the project about security
requirements and also about action
that will be taken in the case of a security breach . When one of these employees leaves the supplier's employ, the
company's attorneys need to send a letter to the former employer as well as
the new company barring the person

from divulging confidential information. Suppliers and customers involved
in the project need to be reminded frequently of their obligation. Care needs
to be taken when discussing sensitive
information with current or prospective consultants or telephone survey
takers as they are skilled in extracting
and using information.
Employees attending trade conventions and conferences need to be alert
and circumspect concerning what they
discuss at these events. People in competitive intelligence scan conversations
during meeting breaks to eavesdrop on
the ones that appear interesting. Leads
obtained there could initiate further
intelligence-gathering activities.
Traveling employees should not
openly display laptop screens and
paperwork on the plane. Laptops,
diskettes, and critical paperwork need
to be handled very carefully and
should not be left on the seat or in the
luggage rack unsecured. Sensitive
paperwork has no place on trips unless
it is critical to the work session. Sensi-

Cash Forecasts
You Can Take To The Bank.
• Automatic statement formatting for virtually any company; automatic tax
(company or personal), interest, management bonus, and unlimited long term
debt calculations; automatic print-out of cash flow assumptions.
P Automatic bank credit line calculations including collateral shortfalls, if any.
Automatic ratio analysis, variance analysis and break-even points. Complies
fully with AICPA Guidelines on Prospective Financial Statements.
• Up to 27 fully- integrated financial statements and schedules- one year monthly
and unlimited multiple years ( monthly and annually ). What-ifs in seconds.
• Automatic presentation-quality printing, easy-to- follow documentation,
on- screen data-entry guides. Date-ready for the year 2000.
Free telephone support.
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tive material in hotel rooms should be
put away or locked in luggage. Employees should be aware of the nonconfidential atmosphere of public places
such as restaurants, bars, hotel lobbies,
and other open areas.

PEOPLEMAKE
THEDIFFERENCE

I t is critical that the com pany train
all employees in contact with sensitive
inform ation in these basic security
techniques. New people joining the
project team or departm ent need to
sign confidentiality statements. In
addition, it's essential to be clear with
information-related departments within the company about the confidentiality of the work/project. These departments include systems groups, public
relations, publications, law departments, and corporate finance and
accounting departments. These areas
can help prevent inadvertent public
disclosure of confidential information.
When an employee who is knowledgeable about sensitive information
leaves the company for any reason,
care needs to be taken to secure company m aterial and data. The company's
legal support should be informed so
that appropriate m easures can be taken. Departing employees need to be
debriefed before they leave to remind
them of their signed confidentiality
agreem ent.
No information security approach is
perfect. The strictest confidentiality
measures possible will not prevent a
disgruntled employee or a determined
hacker from misusing a company's proprietary inform ation. But casual and
even fairly sophisticated attempts to
breach security can be discouraged and
often prevented by arming employees
with appropriate techniques. This is an
important part of protecting a company's future. ■

Glo ry Kulczyc ki, CMA, is the finance lead o n
the p latfo rm team at C ummins Engine C o mp any, Inc., in Co lumb us , Ind. The team led the
develo pment o f a new heavy -duty d iesel truc k
engine, the Signature 600, announc ed to the
ind us try o n July 14, 1997. This article was s ub mitted thro ugh the S o uth C entral Ind iana
C hap ter , of whic h Ms. Kulczycki is a member.
She c an b e reached at (812) 377.3804.
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The 1998 Salary Guide.
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Whether you are searching for a job,
making hiring decisions, or just
curious about the latest financial
industry salary levels, the 1998 Robert
Half and Accountemps Salary Guide
is your best resource.
The guide is a reliable summary of
current hiring and compensation data
in the fields of accounting, banking,

finance and information technology.
Plus, the 1998 Salary Guide details
regional hiring conditions — with
specific information on skills in
high demand, national hiring trends
and local factors impacting salaries.
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Call Today to Receive Your FREE Copy of the
..; Robert
• Accountemps Salary
0

803-8367
www.robert half .com.
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And it's available FREE.
Contact us today to receive your
complimentary copy — and find out
how a free book can give you your
money's worth.

Raising the Bar
BY AL ENZWEILER
very time a vendor issues a new
release, the bar is raised for everyone —the vendor's installed customers and the vendor's competitors.
Customers are faced with a release
implementation decision, and competitors have the challenge of making sure
their system is still competitive.
The vendors' releases represent the
leading edge in systems functionality,
tools, and technology. The information
I'm going to share with you is the
result of my review of the vendors'
plans for their 1998 system releases.
Systems included in the review are
enterprise resource planning (ERP)
systems, financial systems, and human
resource systems.

WHYSYSTEMVENDORS
RAISETHEBAR

B usinesses see the systems they
select and implement as tools with
which they can improve their operations and satisfy requirements. Vendors see the same systems as their
26
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product. Like all other businesses, vendors have to have a competitive prod uct—in this case it's their system. They
compete in every system evaluation
process on the basis of their system's
functionality, tools, and technology. At
a minimum their systems have to satisfy a customer's requirements. But
against a competitor's system that has
better functionality or newer technology, a vendor's system can satisfy the
customer's requirements and still not
be selected. So vendors continually are
searching for ways to improve their
systems in order to gain a competitive
advantage. Those that gain a competitive advantage raise the bar for their
competitors.
An excellent example of how this
competition works is the graphical
user interface (GUI). In 1989, when
PeopleSoft first released its clean -sheet
human resource system, it was the
only system on the market with a GUI.
It clearly was different from its competitors. Yet PeopleSoft did not have an
immediate competitive advantage.
Many businesses decided that a GUI

was leading -edge technology and too
risky. Only a few that were willing to
be on the leading edge selected People Soft's system.
In 1992, SAP released its R/3 enterprise resource planning (ERP) system,
another clean -sheet system with a
GUI. Somewhere around 1993, helped
largely by the success of Microsoft's
Windows, businesses decided that the
GUI wasn't too risky anymore. Sales of
PeopleSoft's and SAP's systems skyrocketed. Shortly thereafter, several
other vendors announced that their
systems would have a GUI in a future
release. The GUI had moved from
being leading edge to competitive
advantage.
Today a system has to have
Microsoft's Windows as the GUI in
order to be marketable. Most companies
simply won't select a system unless it
has Windows. Now the GUI is a competitive requirement. It was leading edge
in 1989 -1992, was a competitive advantage from 1993 -1996, and became a
competitive requirement in 1996.
So in order to have a marketable

system —one that can compete during
an evaluation process — vendors either
must meet the bar or raise the bar,
preferably the latter. Vendors that
raise the bar can achieve competitive
advantage. Both PeopleSoft and SAP,
for example, achieved competitive
advantage by raising the bar on GUIs.
Vendors that don't meet the bar ultimately will have a system that is not
marketable.

tion. There are no functionality, tools,
or technology secrets in the systems
business.

Installed base of customers. Vendors
continually survey their installed customers to find out what is working and
what isn't and what new features or
functions customers would like in the
future.

improvements that sales prospects
and installed customers decided
they did not want.
■ Competitive advantage —A small
number of vendors offer systems
with the improvement, and customers want the improvement.
■ Competitive requirement —The
majority of vendors offer systems
with the improvement, and most
customers require the improvement.

Solosprospects.Vendors constantly are

HOWSYSTEMVENDORS
RAISETHEBAR

A vendor's marketing staff is responsible for making sure the vendor has a
system that raises the bar or, at a minimum, meets the bar. To do so, the
marketing staff conducts ongoing
research among several sources and
brings back suggestions for features to
be included in new releases. Some of
these sources are listed next.

being evaluated by businesses selecting new systems, and sales prospects
are the acid test of whether the marketing staff has done a good job of
helping the company meet or raise the
bar. Vendors that have a competitive
advantage system make many sales.
Vendors that don't have a competitive
system make few, if any, sales.
The net result of all this research is
a new release. The improvements in
functionality, tools, and technology of

Improvement categories are:
■ Functionality— Better ways for systems to improve the business and
satisfy requirements.
■ Tools— Improvements in how systems are tailored to the business's
unique requirements during implementation and maintained over the
system's life cycle.
■ Technology— Improvements enabled
by the software and hardware that

Here's a summary of the leading -edge trends in systems
functionality, tools, and technology for 1998 and beyond.
Information technology research firms.
The firms systems vendors consult
most often are Gartner Group, Meta
Group, Forrester Research, Giga Information Group, and Advanced Manufacturing Research. Forecasts from these
organizations help the vendors understand the future direction of information technology.

Infrastructure or platform vendors.
System vendors have formal relationships with infrastructure vendors such
as Microsoft, Oracle, and IBM. These
infrastructure vendors provide system
vendors with information about their
future plans, which helps the system
vendors design their systems to take
advantage of future releases from the
infrastructure vendors.

each new release are the basis for
"Raising the Bar" trends. The only
exception to this rule is clean -sheet
systems. A clean -sheet system is a new
system developed from a clean sheet of
paper. There was no previous version of
the product. The advantage to a clean sheet system is there are no limitations imposed by a legacy system.
Clean -sheet systems usually represent
quantum leap improvements in functionality, tools, and technology. Two
examples are PeopleSoft's human
resource system and SAP's R/3.

RAISINGTHEBARCATEGORIES

V

endors that raise the bar are on the
leading edge in system - enabled
improvements. I use three categories to
define these improvements:

Competitive analysis. Knowing what
the competition is doing is easy
because all system vendors announce
their improvements. These announcements are intended for customers and
prospective customers, but the competition can receive the same informa-

■ Leading edge —One or two vendors
offer systems with the improvement. Not every leading -edge
improvement becomes a competitive
advantage improvement. There
have been many leading -edge

support the system. The GUI, for
example, was enabled by the desktop operating system, such as
Microsoft's Windows, Windows 95,
or NT desktop. Other software categories that support the system are
server operating systems, network
operating systems, relational database management systems, and
multidimensional database management systems. Hardware categories
include all computers and networks.

WHAT'SAHEAD FOR1998?

N

ow let's look at the leading edge,
competitive advantage, and competitive requirement trends in functionality, tools, and technology for 1998.

Loading Edge
Fundionality
Internet-enabledelectroniccommerce.
It's the ability to process business
transactions over the Internet. The
best electronic commerce example is
DECEMBER 1997
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VENDORSREVIEWED
I examined new releases and clean sheet systems from the following system vendors to compile my "Raising
the Bar" trends. I used two criteria to
select the systems I track:
The system is either an enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system or
a financial system or a human
resources system. The system, at a
minimum, has to meet the bar for
Competitive Requirements.

ADP

Lawson

American
Software

Lily Software

Apprise

Marcam

Baan

MAPICS

Ceridian

MK Group

Cincom Systems

Macola

Oracle

Computer
Associates

PeopleSoft

Concepts
Dynamic

Pivotpoint
Platinum
PowerCery
QAD

Cort Directions

Ramco

Cyborg

ROI Systems

Dataworks

Ross Systems

Deltek

SAP

Design Data
Systems

SCT /Adage

Flexilnternational

SQL Financials

FLX

SSA

Fourthshift

Symix

Friedman

Systems Union

Geac Smart
Stream

Tetra

Genesys
Great Plains
Humanic Design
Hyperion
Infinium
Intentia

Solomon

Txbase
US Group
Visibility
Walker
Interactive
Western Data
Systems

Interactive
J. D. Edwards
JBA

s
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World -classhuman resources.This is
an integrated system, supported by a
single vendor, that can be the human
resource system for enterprises that
conduct business on a worldwide
basis. Payroll and human resources
are the most difficult applications to
internationalize because they are driven heavily by government- imposed
compliance requirements.

Tools
Optimizers for supply chain planning
and scheduling. Optimizers are operations research models that actually
make decisions, given a goal. For
example, if the goal is to manufacture
the most profitable products, the production
optimizer wi ll
decide the most profitable production
schedule. Most vendors are forming
alliances or acquiring companies to
add optimization modeling capabilities to their systems.
planning

Comshare

Internet- enabled collaboration (aka
Extranets). It's the ability for multiple
businesses to share information using
the Internet. The best example is
retailers, distributors, and manufacturers sharing information to optimize inventories and production
throughout a supply chain.

using data warehousing technology
such as Cognos' Impromptu and
Powerplay, Arbor's Essbase, and
Oracle's Express.
Configuration management tools. Configuration management tools use business rules as the input to automate the
process of configuring a system (see
configurable systems trend under competitive requirements). Configuration
management tools can be used to
shorten a system's implementation and
improve productivity in maintaining
the system over its life cycle.
Java for Internet applications. Java,
Sun's programming language, is being
used to develop Internet applications
that are complementary to the systems. So far there are no plans to
replace decision - support systems or
transaction systems with systems
developed in Java.

Navision

CODA

Computron

providing customers the ability to
place orders using the Internet.
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Technology
Network centric muitisite computing.
From a user's perspective, all information is accessible as though all data
were stored on a single server in a single location when, in fact, there are
multiple databases residing on multiple servers located at multiple sites
across the world. The Internet already
works this way.

Competitive Advantage
Web browsers and spreadsheets as
user - friendly ad hoc information
tools. Web browsers have powerful
search capabilities that can just as
easily search through a business's
own databases as they can search
cyberspace. Spreadsheets are an
excellent tool for formatting and
manipulating information. Web
browsers and spreadsheets in conjunction with data marts (see next
trend) are the best user - friendly tools
for accessing and manipulating ad
hoc information.
Data marts enabled by data warehouse technology. User - friendly ad
hoc information tools always have
been constrained by unfriendly data.
Data marts are user - friendly databases that are designed specifically for
information accessibility. Vendors are
adding data marts to their systems

Functionality
Industry functionality.The most frequently asked system evaluation question is, "Do you have any other businesses in our industry as your
customers ?" Historically, vendors that
could answer, yes, to this question got
the business. No wonder vendors now
are targeting their systems, their sales
staffs, and even their implementation
staffs at specific industries.
Enterprise systems. A common problem with legacy systems is that they
aren't integrated. As a result, when
businesses decide to replace their legacy systems, integration is right at the
top of the list of requirements. Enterprise systems integrate all applications with a single enterprise database. Enterprise resource planning
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Measure the vital signs of
your process improvement
effort. Keep track of important
variables such as customer
atisfaction, personnel development, product innovation,
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*Compare locations, companies,
and competitors
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ResultsManagerT""
Access, analyze, understand, and
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communicate (or present) all of
the information contained in
any of the Sapling applications.

Provides monitoring, bench marking, decision support, and
strategic analysis.
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4 Clear graphics, tables, and
audio and visual alarms
•�Drill�-down�to�sources
Portable results and analyses
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i*Integrates w ith all Sapling
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(ERP) systems, for example, are enterprise systems for manufacturers and
distributors. ERP systems integrate
manufacturing, distribution, and
financial applications. Many ERP system vendors also offer human
resource, payroll, and other applications that are integrated in their ERP
system.

number, item description, unit cost,
and number of units purchased. Drill
down from the purchase order to the
requisition to see who authorized the
purchase and who approved the purchase. Most drill -down databases are
being built as data marts because it
isn't possible to have one drill -down
database support all information
requirements.

World -class financials.A financial system that can satisfy the financial
reporting requirements of enterprises
that conduct business on a worldwide
basis is considered world class. World class financials satisfy operating companies' financial reporting requirements and consolidated financial
reporting requirements. World -class
financial functionality includes multiple companies, multiple currencies,
multiple languages, unlimited number
of budgets, unlimited number of prior
years' history, and consolidation of dissimilar charts of accounts.

End -to-end workflow forbusiness
transactions.They are business transactions that are captured at the source
and then routed for additional processing. The best examples are:
■ Requisitions to the general ledger —
include inventory and noninventory
requisitions, purchasing, inventory,
receivers, accounts payable, and the
general ledger.
■ Proposals to the general ledger —
include sales force automation, customer order processing, order fulfillment, inventory, distribution,
billing, accounts receivable, and the
general ledger.
■ Time and attendance to the general
ledger — includes time and attendance, workforce management for
work orders, project costs and activity -based costs, labor cost @ standard rates, payroll gross calculations, payroll gross to net
calculations, labor cost @ actual,
and the general ledger.

Drill -down data structures.They start
with a summary and let the user drill
down to the lowest level of detail. The
best example is to start with a trial
balance summary in the general
ledger, drill down to the vendor invoices, drill down from the vendor invoice
to the purchase order to see the item
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Tools
Application Program Interfaces IAPIs).
They are standard interfaces for connecting to complementary systems
and/or devices such as time clocks and
bar code readers. Internet transactions
also can be interfaced using APIs.

The advantage of configurable systems is they can satisfy unique
requirements without the user having
to make programming modifications.
New releases can be implemented
without having a negative impact on
the configured functionality.

Tools
Microsoft's Windows asthe graphical
user interface.Systems have to have
Windows as the graphical user
interface.

Conform to Microsoft's desktop standardsofODBCand OLE.Systems have
to be complementary to the suite of
desktop tools in Microsoft's Office.

Oblect-oriented system development
toots.They are programming lan-

Technology

guages that rely on reusable objects to
improve the productivity of system
developers. C, C + +, and Visual Basic
are examples of object - oriented programming languages. Object - oriented
replaces procedural languages such as
COBOL.

Open systemstechnicalarchitecture.

Competitive Requirement
Functionality
Configurablesystems. Every business
has unique requirements that systems
can't satisfy off - the - shelf. Configurable
systems use parameters, switches,
user - defines, and the like to satisfy
unique requirements. Here are some
examples of requirements satisfied by
configuring:
■ Customer contracts or change
orders.
■ Vendor or supplier contracts or
blanket purchase orders.
■ Pricing.
■ Bill of materials, work centers, and
routings.
■ Payroll earnings and deductions
calculations.
■ Human resource code tables.
■ Benefit plans.
■ General ledger's legal and accounting entities.
■ Chart of accounts.
■ Business transaction workflow
approvals, controls, and routings.
■ Business transaction workflow policies and procedures.

UNIX and Microsoft's NT are the two
open systems infrastructures supported by system vendors.

Clients /networks /servers technical
architecture. Systems have to run on
an infrastructure of client computers
connected by networks to server
computers.

KEEPUPTHE
IMPROVEMENTS
"Raising the Bar" information is not
a forecast. It is 100% based on facts
compiled by reviewing the functionality, tools, and technology of 1998's system releases and clean -sheet systems. I
will make one forecast, however. My
forecast is that 1999's releases and
clean -sheet systems will offer improvements over 1998's. So far, every new
system release has offered improvements over the previous release. Every
clean -sheet system has offered quantum leap improvements. I feel confident the bar will keep being raised. ■
Al Enzweiler is an independent systems
industry analyst, workshop facilitator, consultant, author, and seminar leader. He has been
referred to as a "walking encyclopedia" on manufacturing, distribution, and financial systems.
He is a member of IMA's Atlanta Chapter and
can he reached at (770) 579 -3459 or alC)enzweiler.com. Updates on "Raising the Bar" trends
can be obtained from www.enzweiler.com.
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AccountingSystemsThat

ofTime
Object- oriented
systems have
the flexibility to
survive change.

BY GEORGE DEARING
f accounting software is to remain
cost effective, it needs to meet present accounting requirements and be
able to adapt to the inevitable future
changes in business and technology
requirements. As Larry Runge, CIO of
Wheels, Inc., of Des Plaines, Ill., the
third largest fleet - leasing and services
company in North America, explains,
"Our business environment is constantly changing, so our accounting
software has to be able to adapt to
those changes."
According to a 1996 survey performed by the Gartner Group, a technology consulting company based in
32
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Stamford, Conn., 47% of organizations
surveyed reported that their primary
motivation for implementing new
client/server software systems was to
be able to respond to a change in business processes or corporate goals.

THENEWACCOUNTINGSYSTEM
in the Gartner
Tstudyhe organizations
also reported that implementing
a new client/server system is neither
cheap nor easy. A majority reported
that their client/server projects took
longer, cost more, and were more complex than anticipated. Other studies

confirm that implementing and maintaining a single new accounting module, such as general ledger or accounts
payable, can cost a mid -sized organization between $600,000 and $1.1 million
or more over the first five years. (See
Figure 1.)
This means that for a company to
cost justify installing a new system,
the system must remain in use at least
five years. With this kind of delayed
payback, the worst case scenario for an
organization is to have a change in
business requirements or a shift in
technology that requires the new system to be replaced prematurely.

undreds of the world's leading
corporations are active
supporters of the Certified
Management Accountant (CMA) and
the new Certified in Financial
Management (CFM) Programs.
Corporations like Air Products,
Monsanto, and IBM have found in
CMA and CFM an objective,
comprehensive benchmark to assess
and certify the business skills of their
financial professionals.
And nearly 21,000 professionals
use the CMA and CFM Programs to
tell their management that they have
broad business skills —and are serious
about their careers. The rewards are

clear: salary surveys show that, over
the course of a career, a CMA will
earn nearly $500,000 more than a
non - certified professional.
The range of skill required for
success in today's corporate financial
world grows broader every day.
The CMA and CFM Programs
are the only broadly - recognized
certification of those skills.

INSTITUTE of

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT PROGRAM
CERTIFIED IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
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decide on new accounting software
they don't look beyond today's flurry of
functional requirements. These organizations develop extensive lists of
requirements —such as can the software do budgeting, allocation, or cash
applications —yet fail to consider how
the dynamic nature of today's business
environment will affect those requirements in the future.
What doesn't get a lot of attention is
the software's ability to adapt. Few
companies think to ask questions such
as, "How has our business changed
over the last five years ?" "What kinds
of changes can we expect over the next
five ?" "How long do we want this new
system to last ?" "How easy is it to add
functions or change processing rules
after the software is installed ?" "What
happens if I make a change in the
software ?" "What impact will such a
change have on other parts of the
software ?"
Most current accounting software is
not easy to adapt once it has been
installed. According to industry analy s t s , many accounting packages must
be extensively reinstalled if system
parameters are changed after implementation. "For example, if a business
wants to change or add currencies to
financial software as exchange rates
fluctuate, it typically has to manually
change every single table in each of its
applications," says Reed Cundiff,
research director with Gartner Group's
Decision Drivers, Inc,
A way to protect your accounting
software investment and to get a high
level of adaptability is to use software
that's based on an object - oriented,
component - enabled architecture. (See
sidebar, "When Is an Object not Object Oriented?") With object - oriented, component- enabled (00 -C) software, making changes is simplified. "If you
modify one table based on a currency
change," Cundiff says, "the change ripples through the whole (object- oriented) application suite."
00 -C software is easier to change
because it's constructed of modules that
easily can be snapped apart and
reused. Nonobject- oriented software
lacks that flexibility. Cundiff offers this
analogy to differentiate object - oriented
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s object- oriented systems are rapidly emerging as
powerful management tools, the word "object" is
becoming the 1990s equivalent of "user- friendly." For that
reason, many vendors are rushing to join the object bandwagon and are adding the word "object" to their marketing messages. Unfortunately, this scenario is creating
market confusion as some vendors, wanting to benefit
from the object cachet, are calling their software "object based" even though it lacks true object- oriented characteristics. For a system to have the flexibility and adaptability of objects, its architecture should be both
object- oriented and component- enabled. Some definitions
should help clarify the issue.

A

Object -based or Object -like. A system is referred to as
object -based or object -like if data are incorporated into
processes where the inputs and outputs are predefined.
Unfortunately, this definition is so broad that most systems
can be defined as "object - like," yet they are no more
adaptable than any other system. For example, a general
ledger system has account balances (data). The balances
are updated using a posting program (an object) which
receives input in the form of journals and provides output
in the form of financial statements. While this type of system meets the definition of "object- like," it lacks the
advantages of a true object- oriented system.
Object - oriented. True object - oriented systems utilize
"inheritance," which refers to the ability to create new
processes by selectively reusing some of the qualities or
attributes of preexisting processes. For example, in adding
electronic commerce capabilities to an object- oriented
accounts payable system, a developer could reuse the
existing functions, which are said to reside in the check writer "class." Rather than start from scratch, the new
electronic data interchange (EDI) checkwriter class inher-

software from other types. "Think about
a tree structure. For today's application, if you want [a change] to ripple
through each of the leaves of a tree, you
have to paint numerous branches and
even the leaves themselves. With
object - oriented, it's like Mother Nature
coming through in the fall and changing all the leaves simultaneously."
Although invented more than 20
years ago, object - oriented technology
didn't get a lot of attention until the
early 1990s as companies struggled to
cope with the rigidity of most software.
As David Taylor writes in his book,
Object- Oriented Technology: A Manager's Guide,"Most corporate software is
obsolete long before it is ever delivered,
I G DECEMBER1997
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its the "payee," "invoice amount," "date," and other criteria from the original checkwriter class and simply redefines the output as the (EDI) format. The EDI - format check writer is said to "inherit" the attributes of payee, invoice
amount, and date. In the future, should the original check writer attributes be changed (such as payments in foreign
currencies) or a new attribute be added (such as the
MICR number), the EDI version of the checkwriter automatically inherits the change or addition as well. Because
of this "reusability" through inheritance, object - oriented
systems are much easier and faster to build, modify, and
extend.
Component - enabled architecture. While object- orientation
provides adaptability within an individual system, systems
built as components can leverage the ability of applications to communicate with each other through widely
accepted communication formats. These formats allow
communication to occur even though the applications may
be written by different developers, developed in different
programming languages, and, quite possibly, are running
on different machines. An example of utilizing component enabled architecture can be seen in the interaction of
Microsoft Excel with Word. An Excel spreadsheet can be
included in a Word application simply by cutting and pasting. Similarly, a component - enabled general ledger can be
incorporated into an Excel worksheet along with the components of a payroll system. By assembling component enabled systems together, an organization easily can build
customized work environments for its managers and
employees that combine information and processes from
several systems transparently.
For a more extensive explanation of object- oriented programming, see the "Tech Forum" column in the September
1997MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING.

and it is usually incapable of evolving
to meet future needs.... It is hard to
modify and maintain." Taylor goes on,
"No matter how perfectly crafted, a
program is useless if it doesn't meet
current needs. Unfortunately for traditional development methods, the needs
of modern organizations are changing
at an ever - increasing rate. The adaptability of object - oriented programs
may well turn out to be the most
crucial advantage of object - oriented
technology."
With the advent of distributed computing and the Internet, the technology
industry is moving to embrace object oriented software. According to Forrester Research, 94% of all IS organi-

zations have development strategies
that incorporate object - oriented
methodologies. As the analyst organization Giga Information Group reported in 1996, "The Internet is legitimizing objects and quickly bringing them
into the mainstream for corporate
developers and third -party vendors."

FASTERCONSTRUCTIONOF
NEWAPPLICATIONS

T he reusable components of 00 -C
software allow companies to build new
applications. "You can reuse what you
already have done in the past, so creation of new applications becomes
much faster and easier," Cundiff says.

Meet
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at the IMA's 79th Annual Conference
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senior analyst at the Meta Group, a
Stamford, Conn., information technology consultancy. The result: "The systems use the same data and business
rules, thereby ensuring consistent policies and efficient processing."

SAYING
IMPLEMENTATION
COSTS
hen deciding what type of accountW
ing software to buy, companies need to

2

Years

3

The faster implementation of a dient/server application built using an object - oriented,
component - enabled 100 -C) architecture combines with an ongoing lower cost of maintenance
to offer a lower cost of ownership that significantly shortens the payback period of the project.

"With other types of architectures, it's
much more difficult to reuse work."
At Wheels, for example, the company
recently built a new purchasing system
that incorporates journal entries from
its object - oriented general ledger system. "[Object- oriented, component software] greatly increases your productivity because the objects are already
there, and you don't have to rebuild
the same functionality," says Edward
Harding, Wheels' director of systems
development.
At the same time, 00 -C software, if
used correctly, can help businesses be
more effective and thus more competitive. Business processes, such as
accounts receivable and order management, typically are run on separate
systems that use different business
rules. By combining components from
different software vendors with components built in- house, an organization
can assemble more quickly a "best -ofclass" business solution that uniquely
38
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fits its own business. For example, "by
leveraging the ability of reusable
objects, companies can incorporate an
accounts receivable process, such as
credit verification, into an order management system," says Dan Sholler,
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consider implementation costs as well
as the initial price tag. In fact, the
implementation costs may run three to
10 times the cost of the software. The
architecture of the software can have a
significant effect on time and effort
required to install the package. As
Cundiff explains, "One of the main
problems in first- generation client/
server applications is the time spent on
installation, implementation, and eventual upgrade. It is costing companies
millions of dollars to modify and set up
database structure and tables.... [With
these applications] you are dealing
with code written for a legacy environment from the early 1980s or late
1970s [that has been] ported over into
a client/server environment.
"Because of its modular format and
reusability," Cundiff says, "object -oriented software can significantly reduce
implementation time." And reduced
time translates into reduced expenses.
Organizations implementing object -oriented accounting applications report
implementation expenses averaging
35% lower than organizations implementing traditionally architected systems. (See Figure 2.)
All of which is further evidence that
companies, when deciding what accounting software to buy, need to make
an extra effort at the outset to evaluate the software's adaptability. Otherwise, they'll end up wasting a lot of
time and money on the back end.
Object - oriented, component - enabled
software can provide an important
strategic business advantage because
of its flexibility. ■
George Dearing is vice- president, technology
marketing, for Flexilnternational Software. He
may be reached at (203) 925 -3040 or by e-mail
at dearingg@flexi.com.

ACTIVA ... WHEN ALL THE
EASY QUESTIONS HAVE
B EEN ANSWERED.

As activity based management matures into a core business
process in your company, you will be faced with new and difficult 1
questions requiring innovative solutions. One of these will be
finding software that provides the flexibility of ABC modeling tools
and the computing power of enterprise -wide business applications.
We have the answer — ACTIVAI .

Price Waterhouse can help
You answer your tough cost

Price Waterhouse developed ACTIVA for large complex
organizations with ambitious cost management implementation
plans. To illustrate, ACTIVA has been used to implement
company -wide ABM at a major insurance company. ACTIVA
has been used to reengineer the budgeting process of a major
telecommunications company. ACTIVA is the cornerstone of a
multiple site ABM rollout in a multi - national automobile company.

management questions.
Call us today to find out how.

ACTIVA is a true client/server business application built on
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the Oracle' relational database and capable of running under
UNIX® or Windows -NTI. ACTIVA facilitates the construction of
multiple periods, multiple business unit models in a single database,
thereby enabling period -to -period and site -to -site comparisons at
the click of a mouse. Additional features include large model
management, unlimited simultaneous user access and a sophisticated
security architecture.
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Using ABC to Determine
the Cost of Servicing

Author Michael Krupnicki discusses deliveries with the city truck driver of Mahany Welding Supply.

BY MICHAEL KRUPNICKI, CMA,
AND THOMAS TYSON, CMA
lthough most case studies of ABC applications have been
in manufacturing, ABC can be used in a small service
business to isolate costs for decision making. We conducted an ABC cost study in a small, family -run welding supply business. The purposes of the study were to determine the
cost of servicing customers and to identify feasible cost reduction opportunities.
The domestic welding supply industry used to be composed
of primarily local, mom - and -pop type operations. Since the
1980s, several national franchises have expanded on a regional basis by buying out these family -owned businesses. The
economies of scale and deep pockets of regional chains create
new competitive challenges and a need for the surviving small
companies to reevaluate how they do business.
Mahany Welding Supply is a distributor of welding supplies
and compressed gases in the greater Rochester, N.Y., area. It
has a diverse base of customers in fields that include construction, metal fabrication, collision shops, restaurants, dentists and veterinarians, tool & die shops, gravel pits, highway
40
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departments, schools, and home hobbyists. Business is conducted out of a part store, part warehouse located near downtown Rochester. The company distributes products in four
ways: walk -in trade and customer will - calls; a delivery truck
that services customers within the city; a delivery truck that
services a 40 -mile radius of Rochester and visits one of five different geographic areas each day; and, to a small extent, UPS
and common carrier shipments.
The company employs seven people. Employee 1 handles
purchasing, collections, sales, auditing, accounting, and general administration; Employee 2 divides time among equipment
repairs, warehousing, and sales; Employee 3 runs the city
truck route; Employee 4 runs the country truck route; Employee 5, the owner and president, splits duties between outside
sales and repairs; Employee 6 specializes in accounts receivable billing; Employee 7 handles accounts payable and general ledger and communicates with the firm's CPA. There is definitely no "dead wood" and very little idle time.
Under current ownership since 1959, Mahany Welding Supply has enjoyed three decades of steady growth. The owner,
who operates the business in a very conservative management

Customers
Problems —and cost saving opportunities — surfaced when
this small welding company conducted an ABC analysis.
style, like many small, family -run business owners has financial goals limited to just staying in the black from year to year.
Nonetheless, there is a growing concern that certain parts of
the company have been subsidizing other parts and that profits from some customers are subsidizing losses from others.
Applying ABC principles to historical data (fiscal 1994
financials) was used to address these concerns so that the
business owner actually could see the problems and evaluate
ideas on how to correct them. Whether or not an ongoing ABC
system meets the cost/benefit relationship necessary to implement as part of Mahany's computerized accounting system is
another matter. In effect, historical data could be entered into
spreadsheet templates on a regular basis to evaluate how
improvements are doing.

ANALYZINGTHEDATA

I

nitially, some informal time studies were conducted, a task
that was made difficult because everyone's position is cross
functional and encompasses more than one job. Also, because

of the chaotic nature of a small business, there is no set time
to do a particular function such as 9:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m., purchasing; 10:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m., collections; and so on. It just
doesn't work that way at Mahany Welding Supply, or at most
small businesses, so the time studies in Table 1 are best estimates within the scope of this project.
The next step was to identify possible causal relationships
between the occurrence of costs and activities as well as the
underlying drivers of the activities. Company functions were
broken down into 15 activities, as discussed next.
As shown by the time study, a large percentage of the
employees' time is spent selling. In the case of the truck drivers, selling means time spent delivering. Mahany's drivers
are driver /sales representatives, and a great deal of the company's success depends on the driver's charisma, professionalism, product knowledge, and salesmanship. It would be possible to break their time down further by splitting it into time
on the road and time at customers' facilities, but not much
would be gained given the scope of the project.

SenIre.

Activity

Base

Calculation

1. Sales
2. Purchasing
3. Collections
4. Auditing
5. Administration
6. Warehousing
7. Order pulling
8. Billing
9.AP/GL
10. Advertising
11. Telephone
12. Legal and accounting
13. Miscellaneous
14. Insurance
15. Rent and utilities

Time
Number of invoices
Sales dollars
Number of invoices
Even distribution
Sales dollars
Time
Number of invoices
Number of invoices
Sales dollars
Sales dollars
Even distribution
Sales dollars
Sales dollars
Sales dollars

See Table 2, Time Study
Time spent/Total number of invoices ($6,150/13,780) = $.4463 per invoice
Time spentlTotal sales = ($6,150/$1,400,000) = $.0044 per sales dollar
Time spent/Total number of invoices ($6,150/13,780) = $.4463 perinvoice
Time spent/Sales employees ($3,07515) = $615 persales employee
Time spent/Total sales = 1$24,650/$1,400,000) = $.0176 persales dollar
See Table 2, Time Study
Time spent/Total number of invoices ($24,115/13,180) = $1.75 per invoice
Time spent/Total number of invoices ($18,000/13,780) = $1.306 per invoice
Total cost/Total sales = ($3,780/$1,400,000)= $.0027 per sales dollar
Total cosVTotal sales = ($4,620/$1,400,000) = $.0033 per sales dollar
Time spent/Sales employees ($2,500/51 = $500 per sales employee
Total cost/Total sales = ($1,540/$1,400,000)= $.0011 per sales dollar
Total cost/Total sales = ($19,320/$1,400,000)= $.0138 per sales dollar
Total cost/Total sales = ($18,200!$1,400,000) = $.013 per sales dollar
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regardless of their dollar value, and thus more of the
purchasing resource is being consumed.
Activity

%Time Spent Salaryand Benefits Dollar Allocation

10%
10
55
10
10
5%
100%

$61,500
61,500
61,500
61,500
61,500
$61,500
$61,500

$6,150
6150
33,825
6,150
6,150
3,075
x61,500

Selling
Repairing
Warehousing
Total

20%
40
40%
100%

$61,500
61,500
$61,500
$61,500

$12,300
24,600
$24,600
$61,500

Selling (delivering)
Order pulling
Total

80%
20%
100%

$30,000
530,000
$30,000

$24,000
$6,000
$30,000

el of collection activity has followed sales volume
rather than the number of customer invoices. Because
past -due receivables grow at the same rate as new
receivables, sales dollars were chosen as the cost driver
for collections.

Auditing. All invoices are checked for accuracy of product part numbers before being posted to the accounts
receivable/billing program. Invoices are made out by
hand and then entered into the computer. The time
spent auditing is directly proportional to the number of
invoices processed. Thus, the number of invoices
processed is the cost driver for auditing.
Administration.The time spent on general administration doesn't seem to have a causal relationship with
any cost driver; therefore, because of the relatively
small dollar amount, administration costs were divided
evenly across the five selling employees.

Warehousing. Although warehousing and distribution

.

Purchasing
Collections
Selling
Order pulling
Auditing
Administration
Total

Collections.Historically, Mahany Welding Supply's lev-

1

1

'

Selling (delivering)
Order pulling
Total

80%
20%
100%

$61,500
561,500
$61,500

$49,200
$12,300
561,500

Selling
Repairing
Total

70%
30%
100%

$85,000
$85,000
$85,000

$59,500
$25,500
$85,000

Accounts receivable

100%

$18,000

518,000

AP/GL

100°%

$18,000

$18,000

.

Employee 6

costs are not always a part of ABC studies, managing
warehousing costs is critical to the profitability of
industrial distributors. There is no substitute for an
accurate determination and practical allocation of
these costs. The particular method of cost allocation
depends on the company and its products, but proper
costing by specific activity and allocation to products
based on their unique storage and handling requirements are critical for effective warehouse management.
At Mahany Welding Supply, warehousing essentially
involves the activity of unloading freight trucks and
putting away inventory. Employee 2 does nearly all of
that, so the time study was fairly simple. Common cost
drivers for warehousing include the number of incoming shipments, the number of line items on incoming
shipments, forklift time, and storage space used. Again,
because the extent of the project is on costing customers, sales dollars were chosen as the cost driver.
This base is justified because nearly all types of customers use
the same mix of products. There would be little if any benefit,
and significantly more information collection cost, in allocating costs by space used, pounds received, or other volume related measures.

Note. Figures have been changed for confidentiafity.

Typically, the cost driver for selling is either gross sales,
orders received, or number of sales calls.1 Notwithstanding,
the time spent in selling was used for the allocation in this
project. The company's labor expense is fixed, and salespeople
spend their time on tasks they deem most important. There is
no added salary expense for overtime, and there are no commissions. Using time spent as the cost driver helps to identify
the nonselling activities that are performed by everyone. In
addition, using time spent seemed to make the most sense for
the purpose of pricing different customers.

Purchasing. Purchasing typically uses a cost driver such as the
number of purchase orders (POs) issued or the number of vendors. In this project and in regard to costing customers, the
number of POs issued did not seem to have a causal relationship with individual groups of customers. Instead, the number
of sales invoices was used on the theory that the more invoices a salesperson writes, the more products are being sold
IG
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Order pulling. Order pulling often is combined with warehousing. It was treated separately and scrutinized carefully in
this project because it is an area where resources were being
wasted. As in the case of sales, selling time was chosen as the
cost driver. In a larger and more specialized environment, the
number of customer orders or line items, or even sales dollars,
would be more appropriate. At this company these drivers didn't appear to have a causal relationship. The two truck drivers
spend practically the same amount of time pulling their orders
regardless of how many customers they are scheduled to visit.

Billing. Employee 6 is a part -time employee. She specializes in
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accounts receivable/billing and is the sole person who posts
customer transactions. Her labor expense, as well as postage
and envelopes, are caused directly by the number of sales
invoices she processes. Some invoices may have more line
items than others, but to break down billing costs according to
the line items would not pass the cost/benefit test. Although
second or third notices often are sent out, only one billing per
invoice was used in the calculation.
Accounts payable /general ledger. Employee 7 is on a fixed
salary. She pays bills, handles the general ledger, calls in the
payroll, and corresponds with the CPA. Her activities could be
broken down into fixed and variable costs. Bill paying is a
variable cost and is based on the number of vendor invoices or
the number of POs. The general ledger and all other functions
are fixed general administration. The number of customer
invoices was used for the cost driver under the assumption
that the level of customer activity is related most clearly to
Employee 7's workload. This base is somewhat arbitrary for
lack of a causal factor.
Advertising. Advertising consists primarily of advertising
specialties such as pens, calendars, shirts, hats, and other
small items with the company logo on them. The advertising budget is based loosely on last year's gross sales. These
tokens are given out randomly to customers regardless of
the size of their account. As sales increase so does the
advertising specialty activity for the following year. Sales

Allocation Base

Total
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Employee 3

Employee 4

Employee 5

$268,000
185,200
82,800

$178,000
87,400
90,600

$116,000
66,500
$49,500

175,750
50,100
25,400
6,150
6,160
6,150
3,075
24,640
21,375
24,115
17,997
3,780
4,620
2,500
1,540
19,320
18,200

30,750
0
0
2,321
2,719
2,321
615
10,877
3,075
9,100
6,791
1,669
2,039
500
680
8,528
8,034

12,300
24,600
0
580
968
580
615
3,872
0
2,275
1,698
594
726
500
242
3,036
2,860

49,200

59,500

35,154

$

0
16,800
1,276
783
1,276
615
3,133
12,300
5,005
3,735
481
587
500
196
2,456
2,314

25,500
0
348
510
348
615
2,042
0
1,365
1,019
313
383
500
128
1,601
1,508

69,069

$100,657

95,680

13,731

($ 10,057)

$

$

$

55,446
$

65,431

$

90,019

$

410,871

24,000
0
8,600
1,625
1,179
1,625
615
4,717
6,000
6,370
4,754
724
884
500
295
3,698
3,484

$

129,400
590,600

$

5220,000

462,550
$155,450

$

$618,000

931,050
468,950

$

$1,400,000

$

780

S 58,079

Note: Figures have been changed for confidentiality

Employee 2

2,860

$

Net Income

Rent and utilities. Rent and utilities can be allocated in a
number of ways, including square footage used. Because of the
homogeneous nature of Mahany Welding Supply's product mix
and the layout of the facility, it wouldn't be practical to allocate on square footage. Sales dollars were chosen as the driver
on the rationale that the more goods sold, the more strain they
placed upon the facility. Although rent and utilities are not a
variable cost, and a rise in sales will not affect the rent or the
utilities, sales dollars merely are a convenient way to allocate
these costs.

3,640

Number of invoices
Sales dollars
Number of invoices
Even
Sales dollars
Time
Number of invoices
Number of invoices
Sales dollars
Sales dollars
Even
Sales dollars
Sales dollars
Sales dollars

Total Expenses

Insurance. Insurance premiums are based, in part, on sales
volume. Sales dollars are used as the driver.

1,300

$

Time
Time

Miscellaneous. Miscellaneous expenses seem to have a causal
relationship with the level of sales volume. Sales dollars are
used as the driver.

5,200

$

Less: Expenses
Labor:
Sales
Repair
Truck expense
Purchasing
Collections
Auditing
Administration
Warehousing
Order pulling
Billing
AP /GL
Advertising
Telephone
Legal and accounting
Miscellaneous
Insurance
Rent/utilities

Legal and accounting. No causal relationship can be determined for this expenditure category. Thus, these costs arbitrarily are allocated evenly across the five selling employees.

13,780

$

Sales
Less: COGS
Gross margin

Telephone. The telephone bill primarily is the cost of yellow
pages advertising. Long distance calls are rare because most
of Mahany's suppliers have 1 -800 numbers. Telephone usage
is allocated the same way as advertising -by sales dollars.

Employee1

$

Number of Invoices

dollars are the best driver for advertising.

i$ 46,180)

DETERMININGTHERATES

O nce the activities and cost drivers are determined, charging
rates can be computed. One activity not discussed was truck
expense. Because of the emphasis on the cost of a customer,
truck expense is allocated directly to each truck driver. The
activities, bases, and computed rates are shown in Table 2.
Now for the moment of truth. How much does it cost to service a customer? To start, the ABC cost allocation data were
placed into a quasi - contribution margin income statement
shown in Table 3. The statement reflects 1994 profit on sales
based on individual salespeople, but it doesn't yet answer the
four questions the project addressed initially. That is, how
much does it cost to service Mahany's four types of customers?
Information derived in Table 3 can be used to determine the
cost to service walk -in customers, which are handled by
Employee 1 and Employee 2:
Employee 1'stotal expenses=$90,019;Number of invoices=5,200
Employee 2'stotal expenses=55,446;Number of invoices=1,300
Total=$145,465 Total=6,500
$145,465/6,500 = $22.38per walk -in customer invoice
The cost for Employee 3 to service citytruck customers and for
Employee 4 to service country truck customers are computed in a
similar fashion:
Employee 3'stotal expenses = $69,069;Number ofinvoices=3,640
$69,069/3,640= $18.98per city truck invoice
Employee 4'stotal expenses = $100,658;Number of invoices=2,860
$100,658/2,860 = $35.20per country truck invoice
The cost to service an equipment repair customer creates a
problem. The company's computer system has not been set up
to separate and track invoices for repairs, so repair invoices
(parts and labor) made out by Employee 2 and Employee 5 are
buried in the general sales figures. Obviously, the data would
be more informative if management separated out these costs.
In the future the company will start tracking repairs separately so that the analysis will be more accurate. The walk -in
customer calculation also will be more accurate when repair
invoices are separated. The problem is a minimal one for this
analysis given its purpose is to determine the cost of servicing
a repair customer, i.e., calculating a labor rate. The amount of
Employee 2's and Employee 5's total expenses divided by the
amount of time they each spend on repairs determines their
hourly rates.
The hourly cost for Employee 2 to service a repair customer:
Employee 2'stotal expenses for repairs: $55,446 x 40 %=
$22,178

Number ofhours paid for a year: 40 x 52 =2,080hours
Number ofhours spent on repairs: 2,080 x 40% =832hours
Repair expenses/repair hours($22,1781832)= $26.66 per hour
The hourly cost for Employee 5 to service a repair customer:
Employee 5'stotal expenses for repairs: $95,679 x 30%=
$28,704
of
Number hours paid per year: 40 x 52 =2,080 hours
Number of hours spent on repairs: 2,080 x 30% =624hours
Repair expenses/repair hours($28,7041624)= $46.00per hour

Welder

MANAGERS,NOTABC,MAKEDECISIONS

W hat do we do with the information now that we have it?
First we must consider all the limitations that are a part of
the calculations. In order for accounting data to be useful they
must be reasonably accurate. Although the analysis is not
exact, it is accurate enough so we can make some general
conclusions.
For one thing, it is eye - opening to see that company -wide
net income of $58,079 included two employees' aggregate net
loss of $56,237! As with most complicated business issues, it is
best not to jump to conclusions. At first glance, Employee 5's
numbers appear to be of great concern. But, Employee 5 is the
owner of Mahany Welding Supply, enjoys working, and is easing into retirement. Instead of simply drawing a salary and
playing golf, Employee 5 contributes substantially to the business. It is difficult to quantify the value of a company figurehead who has nearly 50 years of industry experience.
Of more concern is the net loss for the country truck. Should
we drop the country route? The calculations would suggest so,
assuming they are accurate. But there are better solutions.
The country route has been operated since 1946, and it seems
foolish to abandon it without first trying to make it profitable.
One factor to consider is that a fair amount of walk -in trade
also is country route customers who might quit the company
altogether if the route is dropped. Can we reshuffle the route
so that it is more economical to run? Should we hire a salesperson to call on route customers? Should we impose a delivery charge, demand a minimum sales charge, or both?
There are many ways that the country route could be made
more profitable, or at least only a marginal loser. Before the
route is dropped, a keep or drop analysis should be undertaken, taking into account the revenue and overhead that would
be lost with the route's elimination. Perhaps the 80%/20% rule
would penalize profitable route customers if we dropped it
completely. Only through careful consideration and discussion
by company staff can this decision be made. Now that we know
how much it costs the company per hour for repairs, a desired
level of profit can be added, and an hourly rate can be set with
confidence.
Actually sitting down and laying out an activity -based costing system for a real company is much more difficult than a
typical textbook ABC problem. Determining what causes a
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Krupnicki (r.) discusses the features of a welder with a customer.
cost to occur is much more difficult than it originally might
seem. This project proved how important management support and adequate resources are to implement an ABC system
properly. Some of the practical difficulties that we encountered
include:
■ Because all but one employee are salaried, labor costs are
fixed in the relevant range. Regardless of sales activity,
total labor expense stays the same. Thus, it is difficult to
say that anything actually "drives" sales labor expense.
■ Mahany's employees do several jobs each, making it difficult to nail down how much time is actually spent on a particular task.
■ There is a lack of accounting data. Mahany's system needs
several improvements, such as segregating repair data.
■ The company is quite small and somewhat disorganized,
making cost analysis difficult.
■ Regression analysis, which often is used to justify allocation bases, was beyond the scope of this project.
■ Effective ABC analysis requires input from different staff
members. This project was performed without their
assistance.
The ABC analysis indicated that 15 different activities
caused costs to occur in the company. After identifying the
activities, performing time studies, finding a causal link
between activities and costs, computing allocation rates, and
putting the data into a contribution margin format, the
desired cost numbers were obtained. Even if this analysis
were not refined and tried again, it still identified the costs of
servicing different customers, which is the main reason the
project was implemented.
46
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There is an old adage that says that 80% of your business
comes from 20% of your customers. If this is true, it could
mean that 80% of your resources are used to service 20% of
your business. Is that 20% profitable? Probably not, and it
could be dragging down the company. Is ABC only for companies that are under extreme competitive pressures or experiencing financial difficulties? Definitely not, for these companies obviously already are trying to come up with ideas and
solutions. Companies that are doing well and think the good
times will last forever are the ones that could get blindsided.
This ABC study provided information that will help
Mahany's managers make better decisions. The mechanics of
an ABC system are straightforward, but a company intending
to conduct an ABC study must be prepared to devote sufficient
resources to it. People involved in the project must spend a
great deal of time looking at what really drives costs in their
business by observing activities, interviewing employees, and
performing quantitative methods such as regression analysis.
A company that doesn't commit the necessary resources is
bound to be disappointed with the results. ■

Michael Krupnicki, CMA, who is now president, was operations manager
for Mahany Welding Supply, Rochester, N.Y., at the time the study was conducted. He also is an adjunct professor at Rochester Institute of Technology. He can be reached at (716) 271 -0870.
Thomas Tyson, Ph,D, CMA, is professor of accounting at St. John Fisher
College, Rochester, N.Y. He can be reached at (716) 385 -8431 or e-mail:
tyson@sjfc.edu. Both authors are members of lMA's Rochester Chapter,
through which this article was submitted.
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Accounting Controls in
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BY JOHN W. GILLETT, ROSS L. FINK, AND L. TED JOHNSON
under $1,000 —for their organizations.
A fairly recent innovation, the cards
have many of the features of a personal credit card and can make the ordering process flow smoothly. The primary
benefit of these cards is that they
reduce the number of purchase orders
generated, thereby lowering the costs
associated with an order by eliminating nonvalue -added steps in the procurement process. (See Table 1.)
Procurement cards have enjoyed
widespread use since 1993 after initial
pilot studies launched in 1992 proved
demonstrate how
successful. We
procurement card use affects some of
will

n adhering to the primary goal of
the accounting profession —to control the cost of doing business while
optimizing operations — accountants
traditionally have implemented appropriate internal control steps to safeguard their companies' procedtlres.
Today, however, there is increasing
emphasis on modifying some of these
controls to enable employees to save
time and money through the use of
procurement cards.
Procurement cards, or purchase
cards, are credit cards issued to corporate or government users so they can
make small -value purchases— usually

the control steps in a normal purchasing environment and how that control
environment can be streamlined further as card use is expanded.
A typical purchasing environment,
depicting internal control steps that
such a system could have in place, is
illustrated in Figure 1. The standard
accounting controls are employed in two
departments — accounting and accounts
payable —and the separation of duties
across the departments is clearly maintained. As a small-value procurement
card system is implemented, the procurement environment that is created
alters the control environment.
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for the purchasing department to order
from the supplier. In addition, the
receiving department no longer needs
to handle materials as they arrive, and
accounts payable does not have to control payments. Thus, the new system
can improve four areas of a company's
accounts payable environment significantly: the volume of transactions, the
nominal value of transactions, data
entry, and the matching process.

How the Card Works

■ Cardholder purchases materials and services with card.
■ Cardholder "logs" purchases.
■ Procurement card provider pays supplier within 72 hours.

Procurement card provider
■ Sends one summary invoice to accounts payable.
■ Sends activity statement for each card to each cardholder.
Accounts payable:
■ Pays the summary invoice.
■ Books card total to approved accounting distribution.
■ Stores logs and receipts,
Cardholder
■ Compares purchases with statement.
■ Resolves any discrepancies in statement.
■ Forwards statement and any necessary receipts to accounts payable.
■ Secures approval of log.

A flowchart of a simple purchasing
card, small -value procurement environment is shown in Figure 2. As illustrated, when the procurement card
provider (bank) is introduced, many
nonvalue -added steps can be removed
from the accounting, purchasing, and

User

Manager

Accounting

Purchasing

I

Creates
requisition

Places order

Loadsorder

Approves
requistion

Provides
accounting
distribution

Receiving

Accounts Payable

Receives
material

Receives
invoice

Receives order

j I

Ships order

Issue receiver

Files order

Closes order
Contacts
accounting

Invoices
company

I

Processes
invoice

Sendto user I I I Resolves grief

Issues payment

Sends
requisition to
purchasing
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Supplier

choose for your corporation obviously
will be tailored to your specific operating environment and the needs of each
cardholder. One of the main differences
is that under the new system your
manager will grant permission to issue
a procurement card rather than authorize a purchase order.
The first step in setting up such a
system is to decide which types of
employees should receive procurement
cards. One key criterion may be to
select only users who have accounting
distribution knowledge —or those

Assigns
tobuyer

Contacts
suppliers

48

T he procurement card controls you

accounts payable departments because
the cardholder can order items directly.
For instance, employees no longer need
to obtain managers' approval for certain supplies and equipment. Furthermore, it is no longer necessary for
accounting to distribute charges nor

Determines
need

Obtains '
managers
approval

IMPLEMENTING
THENEWSYSTEM
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User
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Forwards
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How Much Control Is Needed
in a Procurement Card Environment?
The amount of control that should
be used with procurement cards
is a very interesting question. The authors were faced with
this very question when they implemented a procurement
card system. One common approach is to select appropriate individuals; train them briefly on how to use the card;
give them the procurement card, placing some restrictions
on the card such as a transaction limit; and turn them
Ioose.The benefits of this approach include giving the card
users the maximum freedom to use the card for small -value purchases and removing many nonvalue -added steps
from the purchase order system. This setup can result in
great satisfaction for the card user by eliminating steps
needed to acquire an item, plus it reduces the cost of handling purchase orders. These are the exact reasons for
using procurement cards. Why not maximize them?

There is a downside, however, because this approach
removes many controls that exist in the purchase order
environment. In our application, we were unwilling to just
"turn them loose" with the procurement cards. The reasons for desiring more control include loss of sales tax
information, loss of discounts available to preferred suppliers, loss of quantity discounts, and loss of some control
over certain purchases. Consequently, we added certain
controls into the procurement card system including additional training of users, a preferred supplier list, and keeping sales tax information. The amount of control that an
organization places on its procurement system is an
important question.The answer will vary from organization
to organization based upon its situation. This decision also
will impact the success of the system from the perspectives of the card users and top management. ■
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whose acquisition decisions do not
require it. Then you can maintain additional control by educating the card
issuer about appropriate use. In addition, it often is best to set specific
usage requirements for each card -hold-

or less per transaction. Furthermore,
when a cardholder makes a purchase,
she or he pays for the purchase with
the credit card, then notes the purchase on the charge -card log, and
attaches the supporting paperwork.

Howthe EnvironmentIs Controlled
,rd Controls
Controls specific to corporation and/or unique to each cardholder
■ Single transaction dollar limit.
■ Monthly transaction dollar limit.
■ Corporate maximum credit limit.
■ Supplier exclusions (SIC codes).
■ Purchasing/tax supplier exclusions.

Bank statement reconciled to purchases:
• Completed by cardholder.
• Reviewed and approved by supervisor.
• Continuous audit by accounting or other controls division
Corporate audits.
Cardholder responsibilities, i.e., lost, stolen, or misuse.

Management reports:
• Cardholder.
• Supervisor.
• Purchasing.
• Accounting.
• Tax.

in Helps set policies regarding procurement card use.
■ Educates users of procurement cards.
■ Conducts continuous audit of procurement card system

■ Helps set policies regarding procurement card use.
■ Identifies potential users of procurement cards.
■ Educates users of procurement cards.
■ Oversees procurement cards system.

ing employee, depending on his or her
function. Finally, under the new system, you must implement post -usage
confirmation procedures rather than
the traditional prepurchasing authorizations.
Here are two common restrictions:
Employees (cardholders) often are
allowed to use procurement cards only
for small purchases — typically $1,000
50 MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING DECEMBER 1997

Some organizations maintain control
by having their cardholders keep a log
of all their purchases. Many simple
systems do not require a log, however,
thus affording even less control. Under
such systems, the cardholder simply
verifies a bank statement of his or her
account, then submits a single monthly
invoice to accounts payable. The benefit of this approach is that it eliminates

multiple approvals because accountants do not have to verify accounting
distribution and then obtain multiple
signatures along with matching
numerous purchase orders with
receipts. The drawback to this system
is that the company may lose sales tax
information and quantity discounts.
One means of countering these disadvantages is to have the procurement
card provider capture the sales and
use tax information. But not all
providers have this capability, and
many who do will add an additional
charge for this service.
As a result, if the procurement card
provider is not collecting this information, record keeping becomes time -consuming and difficult for the card user.
Thus, to facilitate use and acceptance
of procurement cards, many companies
simply ignore this aspect of card use
and do not require their users to collect
sales tax information. Consequently, it
is not uncommon for such firms to double -pay some of their sales tax in order
to protect themselves from potential
nonpayment liabilities.
Another problem with procurement
cards can be the loss of discounts. The
procurement card user may be
unaware of the preferred supplier and,
thus, may pay a higher price for a given item. Moreover, orders may become
almost impossible to group together,
further reducing the possibility of
quantity discounts. Therefore, many
companies are adopting procurement
cards for small -value items only and
absorbing these costs.

ADAPTINGTHESYSTEM
FORUSEWITHLARGERVALUEITEMS

If a company decides to add largervalue items to its procurement environment, it will want more controls
than presented in the previous discussion in order to maintain discounts and
sales tax information. Procurement
card controls in this more complex
environment are illustrated in Table 2.
For presentation purposes, the controls
are classified as card controls, process
controls, and reporting controls. All or
some of these controls will be used by
most procurement systems.
In the simple environment depicted
in Figure 2, purchasing and accounting
reporting controls generally are exclud-

ed or at least are greatly dimin ish ed.
However, as a procurement system
expands to encompass larger -value
items, most corporations find it important to reinstate rep orting controls.
Under such a system, th e repo rting
controls will be different but no less
important than they were in the original purchasing environment.
The new roles an d contro ls that
accounting and purch asing d epartments may assume in this larger -value
system are summ arized in Table 3. For
example, some accounting controls
should be added back into the process,
but with considerable modifications.
Your accounting departm ent must be
very proactive in implem enting your
company's policy and procedures and
in training users.
One very useful function for cardholders is the capture of sales tax
information from su ppliers. This step
might be accomplished by requiring
suppliers to fu rnish this info rmation in
their invoices, which the cardholder
then transfers to his or her log before
forwarding it to accounting. Alternatively, accounting m ay restrict the purchase of larger-value items to a list of
preferred suppliers who have agreed to
provide this information. Ultimately, in
order to analyze purchases, your
accountants must ensure that all information flows to a central area from
which the assigned person nel (usually
the purchasing d epartm ent) can access
it. Additionally, they need to audit the
system continuously.

FREEINGUPTHE
ACCOUNTINGFUNCTION

Your purchasing department's role

changes as the procurement card system frees it fro m the mundane activities associated with filling small-value
purchases. Such a sy stem allows purchasing to concentrate on larger -value
items. However, when larger -value
items fall under th e auspices of procurement -card- carrying employees,
greater cost savings can be realized,
but the discounts lost may be
substantial.
Therefore, accoun tants must implement proper internal contro ls to
ensure th at correct in form atio n is
maintained. Such controls will afford
the purchasing departm en t greater
opportun ities to analyze purchases and
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lower costs of the overall purchasing
decision - making process. Ultimately,
purchasing can spend its time both
analyzing orders for purchase discounts and setting up preferred supplier lists to capture quantity discounts.
In other words, your accounting team
will be freed up to do the things that
make businesses easier and more efficient to operate. ■
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Ross L. Fink, Ph.D. , is asso ciate pro fesso r of
o p eratio ns management , dep artment of b us ines s managem ent and ad m inis tratio n , Fo ster
Co llege o f Bus ines s Adminis tratio n , Brad ley
Univers ity. He can be c ontacted b y phone at
(309) 677 -2271, by fax at (309) 677.3374, and by
e-mail at rlts b rad ley. ed u.
L. T ed Jo hns on is ass istant b uyer, T ec hnical
Servic es Divis io n , Caterp illar Inc . , P eoria, Ill.
He c an b e c ontacted at (309 ) 578-6292.
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MISSIONTO
MACEDONIA
A retired American
financial executive
volunteers to help a
small company in a
former Communist
country compete in
a free enterprise
marketplace.

BY ROBERT F. RANDALL
hen Louis Vlasho, CMA, was
elected president of the National Association of Accountants in
1982, he pointed out that not only was
he the youngest president and the first
Certified Management Accountant, but
also the first president of Macedonian
heritage. He had retired to Naples, Fla.,
after a rewarding career in financial
executive positions when the call came
from the IMA office in Montvale, N.J.
Would he like to go to Macedonia and
help set up a cost accounting system for
a Macedonian company? At the time,
Lou was mourning the unexpected
death of his wife. At first, he hesitated,
but then urged by some friends from
Macedonia he decided that this was just
the kind of project that he needed at

The marketplace in Prilep.
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this time in his life.
Lou went to Macedonia on a mission
from the Financial Services Volunteer
Corps. The FSVC is an organization
founded in 1990 by former Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance and former Deputy
Secretary John C. Whitehead. Its mission is to provide volunteer technical
expertise of financial services to countries making the transition from the
socialist economies
of Central and Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union.
When Macedonia
is mentioned, most
people think of Alexander the Great, a
king who conquered
half the known world
around 330 B.C., but
Lou's image of the country came from
his mother, who used to tell him stories
about her native country and her relatives still living there. Macedonia is
divided into three parts — Greece, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. Lou's heritage
came from the Greek portion. The official name of the country in which Lou
worked is Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia. Completely landlocked, it is
bounded in the north by Serbia, on the
east by Bulgaria, on the west by Albania, and on the south by Greece. Its currency is the denar.
In 1991, when Macedonia declared its
independence and broke away from
Yugoslavia, its 2,200,000 citizens suddenly found themselves faced with the
prospect of competing in the world market economy for the first time. For
almost half a century, the country had
functioned in Yugoslavia's Communist
system under Marshall Tito. Almost
overnight, it was thrust into a highly
competitive world marketplace with little of the skills or knowledge to operate
in a capitalistic world economy.
Lou Vlasho's mission was to assist
the staff of Mikron, a small manufacturer of electric motors and household
appliances in Prilep, a medium -sized
city of 90,000 people in the south of

Macedonia, in the implementation of a
world -class cost accounting system to
include budget and profit center reporting. Mikron was completely privatized
in 1991 and then reorganized in 1996
with the number of employees falling
from 773 to 400. Currently, it is 30%
state -owned and 70% private, of which
40% is held by the employees directly.
His first stop when he arrived in

ple are accustomed to; however, Lou did
speak the language and found the people friendly and extremely interested in
hearing about America. "They knew all
about the NBA," he notes, adding, "I
talked about free enterprise and the
United States as much as the project."
But what he discovered is that the
country lacked a good banking system,
and there was very little money for
investment in companies like Mikron.
"There is no money" was a common
complaint. But there are estimates that
the people in this small and poor country actually may have substantial funds
stashed away because of a distrust of
the banking system.
Mikron management had designated
a team to work with the American consultant in installing a cost accounting
system, and Lou set
out to learn everything he could about
the company from
team members and
other Mikron workers. "I talked to
everybody in the
plant, not just accountants," he says.
In fact, one engineer
asked him: "You
have come to help
finance, but you're
Above, former IMA President Louis Vlasho (l.) with project team spending so much
members in Macedonia. Bottom, Lou Vlasho toasts Mikron
time with engineergeneral manager Solunoski.
ing and production.
Macedonia was the Macedonian BusiWhy ?" Lou Vlasho told him, "I need to
ness Resource Center (MBRC) in
understand the total operation before I
Skopje, capital of Macedonia. This
can be of any help to finance."
agency, which is funded by the United
He discovered that there were many
States Agency for International Develbusiness words that he had never heard
opment, oversees the FSVC projects in
in the Macedonian language, but after
that country. He received an on -site oritwo weeks of talking to everybody from
entation on the country and the compageneral manager Trajce Solunoski to
ny including the current status of the
accounting clerks, production workers,
company and the technical assistance
and engineers, he was able to get a hanoffered so far.
dle on the company's accounting and
It was a completely different world
financial structure. As a result, the profor Lou Vlasho. The hotel where he
duction team and he were able to comstayed in Prilep supplied hot water on
plete the installation of a system for one
an intermittent basis and lacked many
profit center and establish a timeline
of the conveniences that business peofor completing the entire system.
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At a wrap -up meetin g with th e
Mikron team before Lou Vlasho left the
country, Mr. Solun oski summ ed up the
work. "Here we are at the conclusion of
Phase One of our profit center reporting
project. All of us realize the importance
of t his project and the man agement
information it will provide to us and the
future success of Mikron. We are indebted to th e MBRC an d especially to ou r
new, good friend, Lou Vlasho, in getting
this project started and the system
developed."

MOVINGTOTHEWORLD
MARKETPLACE
ou Vlash o lived fo r ab o u t a mo n th
L
with the people of Macedonia, talking to
young people in Prilep 's colorful,
bustlin g marketp lace an d lu nch in g
with em ploy ees of Mikron . He realized
how painful the transition from a socialistic econ om y to a free en terp rise system was go in g to b e fo r th e p eop le o f
Macedonia. In one -on -one conversations
or in lo cal TV interviews, Lo u Vlash o
always reminded peo ple that worldwide
54
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custom ers are looking for three things:
quality p roducts, lowest cost possible,
and on -time delivery. He has faith in the
natives of this rugged, mountainous
co u n try knowing that they are intelligent and hard working. Everybody
wants to come to America, he told MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®. Interviewed on

local television, he was asked if h e
wo u ld r eturn a nd said he wou ld find
some way to continue to help the country an d its people. In fact, he acts as an
"uncle," an advisor to two young Macedonian women who are studying here in
th e Un ited States.
Michael Oakes, FSVC program officer
at th e o rganization's New York headqu arters, said Lou Vlasho had been a
very effective volunteer. "He really was
super because of his interest in Macedonia an d h is understanding of the language. He bonded with the business
community." He said the project in
Macedonia was only one of 125 -150 projects th at the agency conducts in 15
countries every year.
Patrick W. J. Haala, general m anager
o f t h e Macedonia Business Resource

Center, said the Center currently is
working with 140 client com panies in
Macedonia to assist them to figure how
to compete in a market economy. He said
the agency assists these companies in
strategic planning, organizational structure, product quality, and m arket and
sales am ong other areas. The agency,
which is funded yearly by the U.S. governm ent, has just begun its third year.
Depending upon the project, the agency
brings in long -term specialists and
short -term specialists like Lou Vlasho. "I
think he was very effective," Haala said
when asked about the IMA member's
project, He told MANAGEMENT AccouNTING that some Macedonian com panies
already were competitive players in the
marketplace. As for those companies not
yet up to the standard, the MBRC will
continue to assist them.
"He's done a very good job," Risto
Gusterov, a Macedonian friend and
part -time Naples resident, said of Lou's
project. "I think it will be better if he
goes back a second or third tim e," he
suggested. Gusterov is managing director of RIMACO, an international import
and export firm . He als o is t rying to
help his country by investing in local
businesses.
When the project was over, Lou
Vlasho threw a party for the Mikron
em ployees, hiring a local band an d a
video photographer. It was his way of
thanking them for their hospitality and
cooperation during this memorable
m onth. When he filled out his FSVC
report after returning to the United
States, he wrote in the comm ents section: "When you give a little, you get a
lot back. I helped Mikron but learned so
much."
For this American financial executive
of Macedonian heritage, the story is not
over. After hearing that work on the
project that he started had been halted
while the company searched for additional financing, he fired off a strongly
worded fax urging Mikron's management to continue to im plement the cost
accounting system. He m ay go back to
Macedonia as a volunteer or as a private citizen, but, regardless, he is determined to continue to help this small
country adapt to the world marketplace. "Little by little, I will find som e
way to help," he reiterates. "In fact, I
would like to help all the Balkan countries in their painful conversion to free
enterprise." ■

�

BY KEITH A. RUSSELL, CMA
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arti Johnson worked as a cost accountan t at Ajax
the region. The driver was employed by Chong Construction.
Manufacturing for almost three years, liked h er job,
and had a bright fu ture with the firm. Her p erforThe legal i: : uas. After seeing the state highway patrol
mance evaluation s were excellent. Talk aroun d Ajax was that
report, which described the accident, and consultation with
Marti was goin g to be promoted to a management position
an attorney, Tom Johnson and Marti's family filed a lawsuit
in the near future. Sh e co ntin ued to study Span ish at n ight
against the driver and Chong Construction due to the
with the suppo rt and encouragement of her boss at Ajax.
"...wanton carelessness and negligence..." of the driver.
Marti believed this course would increase the prospects
The lawsuit asked for damages based on: (1) financial loss
of an internatio nal assign men t and advance her career.
of Marti's income from Ajax and (2) deprivation of services
Marti was graduated with an accou nting degree (academic
such as consortium, companionship, instruction, guidance,
honors) and a minor in information technology from a regiontraining, and counsel, i.e., being a wife and mother.
al university. She was hired by
Their attorney has approached
Ajax within a year of graduation.
your firm to act as a consultant in
She married To m Johnson, an
resolving the case. You have expe1. Financial education.
engineer with a m id -sized conrience in expert witness (forensic)
2. Analytical /problem- solving skills.
struction firm. They have one
testimony and agree to indepen3. Research and model development.
child, a son named Timothy. Tim
dently assist the plaintifrs attor4. Discount rate.
was born just prio r to Marti's
employment with Ajax. When not
at work, Marti sp ent as m uch time
as possible with Tom and Tim.

The accident. On a beautiful spring
day in March 1996, Marti and her
boss were returning from lunch
when a large truck ran a red light
and hit their car on the passenger
side. Marti was killed instantly.
She was 26 years old. Her boss
spent several weeks in the hospital
recovering from the accident. The
truck was owned by Chong Construction, Inc., a large company in

KEYISSUES
1. How to use financial information.
2. What financial issues impact valuation?
3. Is there appropriate literature to support valuation?
4. Enhance writing, speaking, and presentation skills.
5. Leadership skills.
VALUATION

i

Consulting services are increasing. One aspect of the
consulting function is expert witness (forensic) testimony. This case shows how expert witness testimony
is used to help determine professional and personal
value.

ney in development of a financial
loss estimate. You do not know nor
will you meet any of the plaintiffs
in the case. Your interaction will
be with the plaintiffs attorney.
Plaintiffs attorney has asked
you to identify the fee you will
charge. He has indicated support
of a general nature in terms of
accessing materials and legal documents but has indicated that
development of model assumptions
and valuation is to be done in an
independent fashion by you and
your colleagues.
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MODELDEVELOPMENT

Y ou believe this lawsuit provides the opportunity to develop
many of the "soft skills" often
written about in various practice
analysis studies. You recognize
the potential benefits in these
areas for your young staff. Therefore, you assemble several of
your young colleagues as a group
and share with them the preliminary model assumptions shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
■ Earnings: Full -time employment as a cost accountant.
in Annual fringebenefits: 30% of base salary.
a Earningyears: Full -time employment until age 65.
■ Income taxes: Married, filing separately, no dependents.
■ Valuation ofhousehold contribution: 3.5 hours per day @)
minimum wage.
■ Years ofhouseholdcontribution: Remaining life
expectancy of a female, age 26.
■ Personal consumption allowance: Must consider age of
child before and after age 21.
in Discount rate: Equal to real annual earnings growth,
■ Real annual earnings growth: Equal to discount rate.

Required. Each group member
is assigned responsibility for one
or more of the following requirements. A group response is to be
put together for your approval.
The presentation is not to exceed
15 minutes.
You provide your colleagues
with literature citations from
a similar case several years
earlier. (See "Suggested Readings.") It will be beneficial to
update this information with
current citations where necessary. You also remind the
group of the information
available through publications
from the U. S. Departments of
Labor and Commerce. Specifically, your colleagues are to
identify and prepare brief
abstracts for no more than
five (5) current articles from
leading professional journals that
impact the various issues of this
case, including the issue of discount rate selection and impact.

"So You Want to Be an Expert Witness ? ", Keith A. Russell,
CMA,MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING,March1985.
Handbook of Labor Statistics, U. S,Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Edition.
Occupational Outlook Handbook,U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Edition, p. 7.
"Determinants of Household Expenditures for Services,"
Journal of ConsumerResearch, March 1991.
The Practice Analysis of Management Accounting,Gary
Siegel, CPA, IMA, March 1996.
"Salaries 1996," David L. Schroeder and Karl E. Reichardt,
CMA,MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING,June1997.
Discount Rate discussion. See, for example,Fundamentals
of FinancialManagement,James C. Van Horne and
John M. Wachowicz, Jr., 10th ed., Prentice -Hall, 1998.

nderthe StudentCase Competition, everyyearIMA

2. Submit a proposed financial
loss estimate (chart or table)
for Marti Johnson that includes
all facets of the items covered
in Table 1. Remember, the information will be shown to a jury.
Simplify.

U

publishes a case studyproblem and also mails the
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What fee should you charge
for your services? Should the
fee be based on an hourly,
daily, or flat rate? Should you
charge a fee based on a percentage of the financial loss
valuation presented to the
attorney? Why /why not?
5. Discuss the Internal Revenue
Code (IRC) impact, if any, on
the damage award received
by the plaintiffs if the lawsuit
is successful.
6. You are concerned that your
younger colleagues are not
developing sufficient written,
oral, and leadership skills.
Therefore, you expect the presentation of this information
to be done with as little
audio /visual technology as
possible. No reading of notes
or teleprompter. PowerPoint
is to be used sparingly. Your
colleagues, in short, are
expected to make this brief
presentation armed with
"...enthusiasm, eye contact,
and a smile" Each group
member is considered the
group leader.

case toIMA academic mentors, chapterpresidents, vice

presidents, regionalexecutives, and BelaAlphaPsichapters.The

topfourstudentfinalistteams presenttheircase

solutions in a l 5-minute live format at the Beta Alpha Psi
annual meeting inAugust,andtheawards are presented

The group is expected to answer
the following issues on discount
rate use:
a. What discount rate should be
used? Be specific, and show
why rate was chosen.

b. Make the case for using a
discount rate based on short -,
intermediate -, or long -term
returns.
c. Which of the three time frames in 3b. would provide
the greatest financial loss?
Why?
d. Does the discount rate have
an impact on the financial
loss valuation determined
in requirement 2?

at the annual awards banquet. The awards include an
overall winning team and a three -way tie for second
place. ■

Epilogue.This case is based on a
real experience. The case was settled just prior to the testimony of
the case writer. Changes have been
made for privacy and educational
purposes. ■
Keith A. Russell, Ph.D., CMA, is IMA
Distinguished Professor in Residence and
a professor at Southeast Missouri State
University. For additional information,
contact Peggy Nubile, IMA, 1 -800 -6384427, ext. 174.

TheNewBreed
ofAnalyticApplications
Analytic
applications
allow you to
look forward
in time.
BYWILLIAMCLARK
or years, finance professionals have struggled
to extract detailed business information from
in -house transaction and data processing systems. Managing operations and budgets on a quarterly, monthly, and weekly basis leaves little time
for value -added analysis. Disparate transaction systems, inaccessible data warehouses, and heavy
reliance on the IT department often add to the
frustration of managers and executives looking for
real -time insight that will drive a company's
growth.
Thanks to a new breed of software applications,
such restrictions should be a thing of the past.
Called analytic applications, these software solutions can help a company realize the true business
information buried in its numbers. This is possible,
in part, by how a user approaches certain financial
documents, reports, and budgets. In practice, budgets are a living document. That is, they change,
they have a life span, and they are impacted by
external forces. Purely transactional systems have
difficulty modeling complex scenarios, ripple through effects, and other characteristics that are

critical to understanding —and analyzing —a company's true performance.
Historically, business organizations have relied
upon transaction processing and enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems to help them
manage their corporate data. In fact, many companies have installed an ERP system in the hopes
that it would lead to better access and analysis of
data. But while ERP systems offer significant value
in process automation, they lack the level of intelligent analytic capabilities management truly needs.

AGROWINGMARKET

W

hat do analytic applications mean for the
finance function? It's important to understand that
they are complementary to —not competitive with —
ERP systems and that they can be used in conjunction with the transaction or ERP systems already
in place. Analytic applications leverage the transaction -level historical data stored in them to help an
organization develop forward - looking, future scenario -based analysis that improves business perforDECEMBER 1997
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mance. For example, analytic budgeting software
allows users to run a variety of versions, each with
different scenarios, changes, and edits, allowing the
budget manager to understand how changes to one
line item can ripple through and impact an entire
budget. Used proactively, this software lets a budget manager reforecast continuously and therefore
be more prepared for future deviations from the
plan or budget. The recognized value of these applications is demonstrated by the rapid growth of the
market.
According to International Data Corporation
(IDC), the market for analytic applications is
expected to grow at a rate of 35% to 40% from 1996
to 2001 (see Figure 1), compared to an expected
growth rate of 17% for the enterprise decision -support tools market. IDC's research predicts that the
push to buy rather than build applications for
strategic areas, such as sales analysis, budgeting,
and forecasting, should push the analytic applications segment beyond $2.6 billion in revenue by
2001.1

Analytic Applications(CAGR: 34%)
$3.0

Queryand ReportingTools(CAGR: 17,9%)

2.5

OLAP (CAGR:21.6%)

H

N EIS(CAGR: -3%)

2.0

y

= 1.5
2
6 1.0
c
0.5
$0.0
1996

1997
1999

CAGR=CompoundAnnualGrowthRate.
Source: InternationalData Corporation,1997.

Finance managers can benefit immediately from
analytic applications that extend core business
processes. These applications give them the ability
to analyze how the overall business is doing, to
increase efficiency, and to discover and evaluate new
business opportunities. At a large technology manufacturer, for example, analytic applications were
used to model the impact of a materials shortage in
just one production line. The result was a comprehensive view depicting how many functions and
finance groups were affected, all the way down to
how earnings per share would be impacted. Clearly,
this tool gave the users a better understanding of
what happens to their business and how.
S
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WHATAREANALYTICAPPLICATIONS?

A n understanding of the nature of analytic applications should help clarify why they are viewed
more and more as decision enablers. Exactly what
are analytic applications? They:

■ Are packaged software products that support
and automate a business process,
■ Function independently of transactional systems
but draw on them for data, and
■ Can extract, transform, and integrate data from
multiple sources.
For CFOs and senior finance executives, these
applications provide a detailed, thorough, intelligent analysis of a company's performance. With
access to such a powerful analysis, these executives
can identify breakthrough solutions and decisions.
Finance managers and controllers are able to rely
on rapid, accurate budgeting, forecasting, and planning processes. Line managers can be more
accountable for department budgets
and performance while actively managing the P &L.
The 1997 Annual Survey of Financial and Accounting Systems, conducted by Deloitte & Touche LLP and
Hyperion Software, also points to the
growing need for analytic applications. The survey examined business
and technology needs as well as software and buying criteria of financial
and information technology executives in large organizations. Significant trends that the survey uncovered were the strong desire for
increased value -added analysis and
improved management reporting.
These two areas are prompting the
need for the newly defined analytic
applications software. The report also
indicates that these requirements
are two of the most important reasons for making changes to a company's financial processes.
There are several criteria companies should use
in evaluating analytic software solutions:
Predad functionality. The analytic application must
be built for a purpose and designed around a specific business process, with process improvement as
an outcome.
Flexibility. The software needs to support changing
business needs and work with other financial systems. It should allow for customization for specific
needs.
Stability of product. The application should have a

proven track record that includes a number of
releases, many referenceable clients, and proven
experience in business processes improvement.
Service support.The vendor needs to have expertise
in business processes that goes well beyond the
software, including expert consultants that have a
history of rapid successful implementations with
clients.
Software features. The software should be able to
provide powerful ad hoc query and analysis, comprehensive data collection, and complete security
along with personal IDs and passwords that are
controlled by the user.
Technical features. Analytic applications should
have built -in financial intelligence with a high -performance engine and superior access capabilities.
How can companies better understand how to
use and benefit from analytic applications? As cited
in the IDC report, the value of analytic applications
is more than a set of tools or templates. An analytic application embeds business rules, procedures,
and techniques with an accompanying methodology
that explains how these elements are used together
to complete a set of activities needed to solve a specific business problem. An analytic application must be a
whole product rather than a
feature of an enterprise application so companies can include
their own measures and benchmarks in an analytic system
and not be limited to the way a
transactional system is
written. 2
Essentially, there are four categories of analytic
applications in the financial software realm.
Planning and budgeting. Enterprise -wide planning
and budgeting software lets managers spend less
time on mechanics and more time on analysis,
bringing efficiency to the collaborative process of
developing corporate budgets. These applications
manage the process of bottom -up budgeting and
forecasting and provide flexible top -down tools for
analyzing different business scenarios. Thus, line
managers own their budget numbers, with appropriate control by the budget administrator, and
have the flexibility to model changes in company
structure and business conditions easily.
Consolidation and financial reporting. Multisource
consolidation speeds up accounting closings and
addresses a set of challenges faced by many organizations: consolidation and reconciliation of multiple
general ledgers, diverse account structures, currency translations, intercompany eliminations, and
complex intercompany relationships, offering a sin-

gle, global view of financial information. Multi source consolidation and financial reporting should
understand and follow the business rules needed to
meet management, legal, and statutory consolidation and reporting requirements.
Multidimensional business analysis. Competitive
conditions demand that managers be able to analyze and manage profitability. Online analytical
processing (OLAP) can deliver powerful multidimensional analysis to "slice and dice" financial data
and enable new insights that suggest more profitable business alternatives. OLAP systems should
be able to link easily and quickly to transactional
systems, which permits highly flexible analysis of
performance, budget variances, sales activity, and
what -if scenarios.
Analytic accounting. Historically the ledger has
been the only place to store transactional data in a
commonly recognized format, yet the information in
the ledger always has been difficult to get to and
analyze. Now analytic applications are bringing
new life to ledgers.
An example of how analytic applications are
helping to extract useful information from an ERP
system is Fujitsu Microelectronics. Rom Villarflor, the company's
director of corporate
accounting, notes, "Our
planning, budgeting, and
multisource consolidating solutions, which are
provided by Hyperion,
link with our SAP systems to give Fujitsu Microelectronics great flexibility and control, speed up our reporting, and deliver
the information managers need to analyze events
and improve financial performance."
These advanced applications support the financial processes that turn corporate data into vital
business information. By applying these innovative
technologies and financial intelligence, CFOs, as
well as finance and line managers, can solve the
toughest budgeting, analysis, consolidation, and
reporting challenges. Finance executives who
understand the importance of analytic applications
and incorporate them in their day -to -day business
operations have the ability to stay at the forefront
of their industry. ■
William C lark is the vic e - p res ident of p rod uc t marketing at
Hyp erio n So ftware. Ad d itio nal info rmatio n is available o n the
co mp any' s W eb s ite at www. hyp erio n. co m o r by c alling (800)
286 -8000.
From IDC Bulletin 914374E, "Analytic Applications and Market Forecast: Changing Structure of Information Access Markets."
IDC Bulletin #14374E.
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Controlling the Flow at
RexrothPneumatics
exroth Pneumatics is a $48- million
manufacturer of pneumatic cylinders, valves, and control systems
for a wide variety of industries. The U.S.
headquarters, located in Lexington, Ky.,
was selected as the site for the company's activity -based management (ABM)
pilot project.
Rexroth Pneumatics' management had
identified three primary business needs
for 1997. First, the company wanted to
reduce the cost of activities and business
processes in order to improve profits.
Second, there was the need to better
understand the cost and profitability of
key product lines. Third, management
wanted to provide more useful cost information to marketing to support strategic
planning.
To accomplish these goals, manage-

completed, consultants typically take
with them their "how -to" knowledge.
Rexroth Pneumatics' management wanted to make sure that ABM could be
sustained after the pilot project. Therefore, they looked for a company that
could provide ABM training for both
financial and nonfinancial employees.
They also wanted an easy -to- understand
ABM /ABC software product and an
activity dictionary.
George Wilson, vice president and
general manager of Rexroth Pneumatics,
explains, "Before beginning our pilot project, we researched many ABM consulting firms before we decided on ICMS. We
were impressed with [their] coaching
techniques and promise that when the
pilot project was over we would know
how to continue the implementation

Salaries and fringes $545,000
51,000
Space
186,000
Depreciation
88,000
Supplies
74,000
Other

$190,750
18,000
35,000
45,760
25,900

$163,500
18,000
113,000
15,000
22,200

$81,750
9,500
35,000
21,000
11,100

$109,000
5,500
3,000
6,240
14,800

$944,000

5315,410

5331,700

$158,350

$138,540

2,500

11,000

1,250

10

Moves

Expedites

Employees

$30

$127

$13,854

Total

Outputmeasure
Costperoutput

Receipts
$126

ment elected to do a "wall -to- wall" implementation of ABM cost improvement and
ABC cost allocation. The scope of the
Rexroth Pneumatics pilot project included
all manufacturing direct labor work centers, manufacturing support departments
such as purchasing, and general overhead support functions such as sales,
accounting, and engineering.
There were several reasons for
Rexroth choosing self - implementation of
the ABM system. Most consultants do
excellent work, but when projects are
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throughout the division. We do not regret
our decision."
Among the materials and assistance
ICMS provided Rexroth Pneumatics were:
• CMS -PCTm 4.0 software (see Table 1
for sample output),
• Using ABM for Continuous Improve mentworkbooks,
• A BM implementation team training
manuals,
• ABM Boot CampTM training, and
• On -site coaching.

Rexroth Pneumatics provided ICMS the
coproject leaders Rose Clark and
Jeanette Dison on a half -time basis for 90
days. The company also made available
an implementation team (from marketing,
planning, engineering, information services, and purchasing) as well as a project steering committee from management
and the union.
Rexroth Pneumatics' ABM implementation team highlighted three key findings
in its report to the steering committee.
1. ABM increases communication and
stimulates cooperation between Rexroth Pneumatics employees and
departments.
2. More than $500,000 of cost improvement action plans were defined by
Rexroth Pneumatics employees during
the pilot project. (The ABM team analyzed only two of the 197 activities and
one of the 10 business processes during the 90 -day pilot project.)
3. The ABC Bill of Activity analysis
showed that the traditional cost system may be overcosting high - volume
parts and undercosting low- volume
parts.
The Next Step
"The real news is approval for [the extension] of the continuous improvement
workshops. The CERAM [product] Rework group had their fourth meeting
today, and it is unbelievable what they
have already accomplished,° says ABM
program coordinator Jeanette Dison.
George Wilson says, "Now that the first
phase of implementation is complete, we
have an effective program that will serve
as a springboard for applying the activitybased management process throughout
the division. And thanks to the excellent
coaching, we have the tools and knowledge to provide more accurate cost information on products and on customers for
more informed decision making." ■
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Daiscovering
a a Gem
or nearly half a century, Ross Simons, a national retailer in fine
jewelry and gifts, has built a reputation by offering its customers quality merchandise at fair prices. With a booming
catalog business and seven retail stores,
the company has grown considerably in
the last two decades.
A couple of years ago, Ross - Simons
decided it was time for an advanced payroll preparation system, one that not only
would keep up with the rapid growth of
the company but also would be sophisticated enough to handle the complexities
of all payroll responsibilities. The demanding job of manually reconciling shift
pay differentials, overtime, unpaid lunch
periods, and the myriad peculiarities of
payroll management at times was reaching nightmarish proportions for Ross Simons's payroll manager in her corporate office in Cranston, Rhode Island.
The result of the search was WinSTAR,
an advanced Windows -based time and
attendance system from Simplex Time
Recorder Company. Ross - Simons had
established a few important guidelines
for the new system: It had to be computer- based, easy to use, and would have to
provide major time savings.
WinSTAR proved to be the answer. The
system is easy to learn and, with the
installation of convenient badge readers
and software, simple to operate. Employees are issued bar -coded photo ID
badges to swipe through card readers as
they begin and end their work shifts. The
WinSTAR system is centralized at the
corporate office in Cranston, and each
badge reader is PC- driven and reports to
preset, prescheduled functions, such as
polling, holiday monitoring, overtime calculations, and error reporting.
Prior to the installation of WinSTAR, it
was next to impossible to complete a
timely payroll free of the costly errors that
somehow always would creep into the
data. Payroll was processed by transferring from paper time cards to payroll
sheets the total number of hours worked.
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Cards then were collected from separate
branch locations each Thursday morning.
By that evening, completed time sheets
were returned to the corporate accounting office for pickup by a payroll
company.
WinSTAR has streamlined the entire
payroll process by eliminating the need to
collect time cards from the different locations and also by providing automatic calculations for shift differentials, overtime,
and holiday pay. With time and attendance information automatically fed into
the system, errors have been reduced
from a typical 10 -20 each week down to
virtually none.
"Our level of accuracy has improved,
and our staff hours have decreased sig-

� w

�i

Ross - Simons now uses WinSTAR to automatically solve its payroll problems.

nificantly," says Vice President of
Finance David Pawlak. "Manual payroll
had been taking all day to process, and
during holiday seasons it required a great
deal of work the night before. WinSTAR
has saved hours of processing time, cut
errors, and improved accuracy."
Sometimes an employee forgets to
swipe his or her card at the end of a shift.
Solution? The automatically generated
employee report tells the payroll manager
when this occurs, and, with the click of a
mouse, the error is corrected allowing
WinSTAR to complete its calculation of
hours.
Another component of WinSTAR is the
daily summary reports. They have proved
to be invaluable in helping Ross - Simons
manage the weekly payroll. Pawlak explains, "The system quickly provides
easy -to -read breakouts of employee
hours and helps us understand what
we've accomplished and what we need
to change to increase efficiency and
productivity."
In addition to the daily summary
reports, the system is equipped to provide
18 other management information documents, such as time card facsimile, attendance exceptions, absenteeism, and
overtime. And the payroll manager at corporate no longer has to remember to run
certain tasks at specific times and days.
WinSTAR's easy scheduling feature
enables her to set the tasks once and
then forget them. As a result, she virtually can process a 300 - employee payroll by
herself.
"The accuracy and efficiency of WinSTAR has helped us become better managers and has provided us with better
control over our labor force," says
Pawlak. "Through the interface between
our outside payroll service and the WinSTAR system, approximately 20 hours of
summarizing and time -card transmittal
now take about two hours. Combined
with its increased timeliness and accuracy, we are very satisfied with our selection�of�WinSTAR."�■

ech Forum
Michael Costelluccio, Editor

VISUALPROGRAMMINGONEFOOTINTHENEXTCENTURY
More than two years ago, Scott Brown
made a surprising prediction in a book
titled The Future of Software (The MIT
Press). He predicted the fall of what he
called "software's aristocracy." He said,
"Over the next decade the development
of application software will shift from
the technological elite to the software
proletariat. Emphasis will shift from
large, horizontal, shrink- wrapped offerings for the masses to individually developed custom creations based on widely distributed software components
called objects." Programming by the people and for the people, sort of
Today, object orientation has become a
clear choice for many —not really a surprise when you consider its advantages.
The more surprising element in Brown's
prediction, however, is the kind of programming that he says will dominate
application development — visual programming. In a sense, he has dropped
the second shoe, and for those who want
to put on both (object oriented and visual programming), the path is opening
up. Brown's "software proletariat" actually will be ordinary users— nonprogrammers —who will develop their own
programs.
Although it sounds like a contradiction, there is an explanation. Most of us
think of programming as an esoteric activity that involves writing code in some
impossible to read programming language such as C + +. Visual programming
does not require writing code. The programmer selects from objects and then
places them as graphic elements on the
screen in the form of buttons, menus,
scroll bars, and so on. Because objects
contain encapsulated data and procedures, they are like miniature programs,

and the visual programmer selects them
by clicking on or dragging their icons.
The "Quit" button, for instance, can be
dropped down into a program, and there
it will call all the events to be shut
down in the object. And this is done by
clicking on an icon, not by writing memory addresses and if -then statements in
a coded language.
And there is another fundamental difference between traditional and visual
programming. Traditional programs are
linear. They are designed sets of instructions, like recipes, to be executed in order— there are beginnings, middles, and
ends. Visual programming is event -driven —the application does nothing until
the user does something; then it reacts.
Think of WordPerfect operating on a
Windows or Macintosh machine. You
open the program —it reacts by giving
you the first screen. Now what is it doing? Nothing —it is waiting for you to
move the mouse, click a button, or key
in information. Why? Because there are
literally thousands of combinations you
might select from to open the document
(fonts, margins, files inserted, margins,

underlining, and so on). Windows -type
environments are perfect for offering all
these options simultaneously in the
form of objects (buttons, slide bars,
menus). Rather than being carried along
in the flow of the program's logic, you
are presented visually with many, or
even all, of the branches of the tree.
Pick the objects you want, and the program responds.
In order to understand how the visual
programming environment works, let's
look at a developer package that is
available today. Delphi 3 from Borland
International, Inc., is a Windows application developer that is both fast and
powerful. In the short time that it has
been around (first released in 1996), it
has progressed from 16- to 32 -bit, won
more than two dozen awards, and, last
month, Borland released its Delphi
Enterprise version.
First, a few words about the screen on
which you will be designing your application. A large rectangular palette, the
window of the ultimate program, dominates the right side of the screen. Above
it is a toolbar that runs across the top of
the page. Along with the usual menu
choices, the right side of the toolbar contains a wide selection of objects (components) for use in programs. To the left of
the palette is a rectangular box containing the Object Inspector. Here you define the object and connect it to events.
To build your application you add the
components to the palette by clicking or
dragging icons from the toolbar. For instance, if you want to include the "save
dialogue" button in your application, you
can drag the familiar Windows button
with its image of a three- and -a -half -inch
disk to any location in your window.
Just by clicking it into place you have
added the entire dialogue window with
its choices of where to save, how to save,
the file name, and so on, without writing
a single line of code. The code is there,
and you can see it by double clicking on
your palette. It is written in Object Pascal, and, if you know the language, you
can edit the code, and when you switch
back to the window palette you will see
the changes in the visual environment.
Now for our new application. Let's assume you work for an exotic pets distributor, and the company would like an
online catalog developed. So you spend a
week or two scanning photos of the animals, saving the images in a database.
You then create short descriptions and
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ordering information for each and relate
these pieces of text to the appropriate
photos. In alphabetical order, you have
the name, description, and image of
each animal. (With Delphi you can use
databases from Paradox, Access 97, Oracle, dBase, Informix, Sybase, Microsoft
SQL Server, AS/400, and others.) Now
you need a catalog page to view the inventory—you need an application.
With a rough idea of what the page
will look like, you open Delphi and select and drop the elements from the
toolbar of components onto the palette.
You select nine objects. There is a group
box (one of those raised flat panels) inside of which you drop a box for the pictures, a box for the text, a small opening
for the name, and two labels. At the top
of the page you drop a database navigator bar and two buttons, a data source
button, and a table button. You now
make adjustments inside the group box.
The picture box is enlarged and the text
box put on the left and made smaller.
You put the word "Name" in the first label and locate it next to the name slot
by using the Object Inspector. The second label becomes "Description" and is
placed over the text box. You decide to
add a scrollbar on the right side of the
text box and do this by clicking on the
box object and then selecting ssVertical
in the Object Inspector. You don't need
an arrow scroll for the name slot because the database navigator at the top
of the page has forward and back arrows along with other buttons. You decide, however, to click the ShowHint bar
in the Object Inspector for the navigator
so the cursor held over any button will
reveal a pop -up description of what the
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button does. For the data source and
table buttons you add the pointers in
the Object Inspector so the database is
activated in a read -only mode.
The result —a catalog page that lets
the user browse through the names of
the animals. As the name appears, so do
the text describing the animal and a picture in the box to the right of the text.
You consider a few embellishments —
maybe add an interactive text box for
the user to record notes in, or matching
sound files for those creatures that
growl or hiss, but you decide simpler is
better. Your app is done.
Delphi 3 has one foot in Scott Brown's
brave new world, but, honestly, to take
full advantage of what this RAD (rapid
application developer) can do, you
should be a Pascal programmer familiar
with object orientation. If you look
around, though, you will see that the
journey has begun in a number of places. The universal
appeal of wizards in commercial software is based on the
need for rapid customization
through a low -level kind of
programming. The programming becomes more elevated
in functions like the Form Designer in Paradox 8. Not only
are objects available for use in the Designer, but there is even an Object Inspector that provides information on hierarchies. (Objects inherit qualities, and
it's important to know who their relatives are.) The arrival of codeless, sophisticated application developers might
not be far off.
But won't there be a tremendous loss
if the developer in the future is an amateur with zero years of programming experience? Not if Brown's other predictions are true. He thinks there will be
two kinds of programmers in the future— professional programmers, who
will continue to write systems software
and the object libraries, and visual programmers, who will buy and use the
object libraries as sets of tools for their
own applications.
For years, the complaint has been
that software has not kept up with
hardware. As machine speeds have accelerated to exquisite levels, many software companies have competed with
each other in a "whose behemoth gets to
sit on the most machines" contest. There
are still seven years left in Scott
Brown's "future decade " —time enough

for us to start tying our own shoes and,
perhaps, stepping out on our own. ■
Forfurtherinformation on theDelphi rapid
application developer, visit the Borland Web
site at www.barland.com/delphi/

PRODUCTSMARKET
CorePCorporation has released
Paradox8 8. The database program features Application Framework —a rapid
application development (RAD) tool that
allows users to create simple or sophisticated data applications without previous
programming experience. Features also
include a new SQL Query Builder, field
list toolbox, crosstab report expert, selection report expert, and support for Delphi add -in DLLs. Paradox 8 data can be
published as HTML for use on the Internet/intranets, in the form of static or
dynamic tables.
There is backwards compatibility with Paradox 7
tables, and the
BDE 4.0 database
engine allows direct support of
Microsoft FoxPro
and Access databases. Runs in Windows 95 and NT 4.0.
(A version for Runtime /Java' to run on
all platforms is planned for future release.) Circle No. 50
Panasonic Office Products Company has

launched the first Internet fax machine.
The Panafax OF-7701 sends and receives
documents, pictures, photos, handwritten messages, and e-mail over the Internet by your pressing a "one - touch" key.
Internet faxes virtually eliminate long distance telephone charges —the user
pays only for local Internet or network
access, usually a fixed
low
cost. The Panafax
works by
scanning a document, compressing it into
a TIFF file in base
64; the data are attached
to a MIME file and sent. If the receiving
device is another Internet fax, the original message is printed automatically.
Other features include 50 -page automatic document feeder, high -yield cartridge
(10,000 pages), departmental codes, and
check and call function. Circle No. 51
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RESEARCH
JulianFreedman,CMA,Editor
HOTFARTOPICSCOVEREDAT
APICSCONFERENCE

A BC, TOC, environmental costing,
and strategic cost management were
topics discussed at the American Production and Inventory Control Society
( APICS) conference held October 2629, 1997, in Washington, D.C. Gary
Cokins, author of Foundation for Applied Research, Inc.'s (FAR) best -selling monograph, An ABC Manager's
Primer: Straight 7hlk on Activity Based Costing (93282/$20), spoke
about the use of activity -based costing
(ABC) to overcome failings of traditional accounting. Eli Goldratt held
court on the theory of constraints
(TOC) complemented by related sessions on issues detailed in The Theory
of Constraints and Its Implications for
Management Accounting (94300/$25).

David Vogel, former IMA Research
Committee chair, expanded on FAR's
highly acclaimed study, Measuring
Corporate Environmental Performance:
Best Practices for Costing and Managing an Effective Environmental Strategy (95301/$40) by discussing "true" environmental costs. Robin Cooper
focused on Japanese costing practices
addressed in his research on strategies
in confrontational cost management as
described in the first of five volumes,
Target Costing and Value Engineering
(97319/$50). IMA members enjoy a
20% discount for FAR research studies. Call 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 278, to
order. ■

FAR'S 1998ANNUALSUPPORT
CAMPAIGNUNDERWAY

M

any members rely on IMAs Foundation for Applied Research, Inc. research to keep them up to date with
new approaches in management accounting and financial management.

Robin Cooper (c.) excites APICS at 40th International Conference with strategic cost
management ideas from his latest book, Target Costing and Value Engineering. L. to r.,
Roberto Garcia Mantronics), 1997 -98 Committee on Academic Relations member Tony
Varricchio, Jr., CMA (Dexter Nonwovens), Cooper, Sean Kelley (Starbucks Coffee), and
past APICS National President Jim Burlingame, CFPIM.

These research efforts are made possible through the voluntary support of a
broad alliance of companies and individual members that contribute annually to FAR. FAR's fiscal year 1997 -98
goal is to augment IMNs financial
support by raising a minimum of
$60,000 in outside contributions. Tax
deductible gifts can be made to further FAR's mission of developing and
disseminating timely management accounting research findings that can be
applied to current and emerging business issues. Use one of four ways:
(1) enter an amount on the member
dues statement, (2) add a donation to
the order form when buying FAR publications, (3) return the transmittal
found in FAR's brochure that makes
the case for investing in FAR (call
Elena Savchuck at 800 - 638 -4427, ext.
296, for a copy) or (4) mail a check
payable to IMAFAR, Inc., to FAR, 10
Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760. Modest gifts from concerned parties go a long way in showing corporate sponsors the importance of FAR's
research. Members are encouraged to
call Julian Freedman, FAR's director
of research, at 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 212,
to discuss corporate investments in
specific projects having a direct benefit
to a member's employer. ■

EMPOWERMENTVS.
BRAINPOWER

M

otivating employees to work in a
way that is consistent with the company's strategic goals often is described
as successful in those companies advocating an open -book management
style. An upcoming Financial Executives Research Foundation study with
FAR input, Financial Executives'
Guide to Open -Book Management:
Costs, Benefits, and Implementation. Issues, is expected to shed new findings.
Research from Riverton Management
Consulting (609 - 786 -9355) finds low or
no employee turnover where job involvement displays the following characteristics: well- informed employees
and supervisors, avid interest in customer feedback, and knowledge about
where the company is and where it is
headed. These elements are used to
predict customer satisfaction. Riverton
finds a relationship to economic outcomes and an inverse relationship to
clinical stress indicators. Monarch
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Markin g Systems (Wall Street Journal,
October 17, 1997) claims empowerment p atronizes wh ereas brainwork
used to im prove 162 metrics identified
with th e plant's o perations is a du ty
not an in dulgence. FAR's research
agenda seeks guid ance in in flu encing
organization al b ehavior to create sustained shareh old er value. ■

IMA /AAA CASE THEME:
FINANCIAL ANDNONFINANCIAL
MEASUREMENT
r act i t i o n ers
P
r ractitioners and academics will be
meeting March 27 -28, 1998, at the Renaissance Los Angeles Hotel to share
emerging and innovative developments
in the area of teaching management
accounting and "real - world" cases for
management accounting courses. The
theme of the 14th annual IMA/AAA
Management Accounting Symposium
is to examine the broad field of performance measurement. Cases on economic value analysis, balanced scorecard, and pay- for - performance
compensation will be discussed. The
symposium will be co- chaired by
Wayne Bremser (Villanova University),
Paul Juras (Wake Forest University)
and Keith Russell (DJA professor in
residence). An information sheet and
call for papers can be obtained by calling Peggy Nubile at 800 - 638 -4427, ext.
174. The IMA publishes cases and an
instructor's manual. Volume 12 contains cases on healthcare, activity based management, cost -of- quality
measurement, and target costing,
while volume 13 discusses TQM, cost
center management, and online Internet tools and techniques. The combined volumes will be available prior
to the March event. ■

SHAREDSERVICESANDYEAR
2000ON RADAR SCREEN

F inan cial executives are looking at
the next evolu tion of sh ared services
with an emp hasis on go ing global. AnswerThink Consulting Group's Continuous Improvement Center (CIC) held
a shared services wo rksho p November
6 -7, 1997, at the Newark Airport Marriott Ho tel where the follo wing issues
were d iscussed: organizatio nal readiness, technology tools for increasing
productivity and quality, craftin g and
implemen ting a shared services vision,
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internal p erformance measures and incen tives, and creating a competitive
and customer- driven focus. A white
paper on the workshop findings will
be forthcoming. Contact Rick Roth,
director of the CIC, at (770) 690 -9700,
ext. 3010, to learn more about future
workshops.
A Year 2000 (Y2K) benchmark and
best practices workshop will be held
to id en tify m etrics that can be acted
up o n and not just measured, to determin e the best practice action plan
based o n and supported by the action
metrics, and to cooperatively share
Y2K exp eriences and accelerate CIC
members' Y2K projects. Contact Tom
Bloomquist at (312) 474 -6006 for more
information.
An swerThink has enhanced its
benchm arking capabilities with its
acq uisition of the Hackett Group. ■

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES

A Danaher, CMA, at the Finarlaal Reporting Issues Conference cosponsored
by the FASB and the American Accounting Association (AAA). The FRC's
paper addresses two areas in the development of high - quality accounting
standards: content and process.
Content. The Committee suggested
that standards should be written in a
clear, understandable manner, and
their principles should be operational
to apply. The pace of change within
corporations continues to accelerate,
and accountants increasingly are being asked to play many different
roles, thereby reducing the portion of
their time devoted to accounting and
financial reporting matters. It therefore is important that standards facilitate a quick understanding of the requirements and can be implemented
in a straightforward manner. The
FRC suggested the following principles to help the Board achieve this
goal:

Terri Funk, CMA, CFM, Editor

FRCONHIGH-QUALITY
ACCOUNTINGSTANDARDS
r�

1 he IMA Financial Reporting Com-

mittee (FRC) has responded to the
Financial Accounting Standards
Board's (FASB) request to develop a
paper on the characteristics of high quality accounting standards to be discussed by FRC Chair L. Hal Rogero,
Jr., CPA, and FRC m ember Mitchell
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■ To the extent practicable, standards should be based upon concepts rather than be lists of do's
and don'ts.
■ Standards should make use of existing information, when possible,
by leveraging existing information
used by management to aid in
business decision making.
■ Pragmatic decisions on accounting
and disclosure requirements sometimes are necessary whereby a
balance is attained between conceptual purity on the one hand
and requirements that produce
adequate, if less precise, results
that are significantly more cost
effective.
■ Standards should provide operational transition requirements that
reduce frantic compliance activity
caused by inappropriate lead time
or methods of transition.
■ The Board should strive to ensure
that benefits that result from the
principles of a new standard exceed the possible costs and possibly include in the new Statement
an explicit analysis of costs and
benefits.
Standards should provide recognition and measurement guidance that
seeks to replicate the "economics" of

the underlying transaction or event
and should employ measurement attributes for assets and liabilities that
are consistent with their intended
use. Required disclosures should be
limited to those that contribute significantly to financial statement
users' understanding of the enterprise's financial performance and
"bear directly on the investment deci.
sion," rather than just being "useful
information."

■

■

■

■

■

Process. The FRC has made the following suggestions for an effective
process for the development of high quality standards:
In the absence of compelling evidence of a pervasive problem, new
standards should be limited to areas in which there are no existing
standards. A change in a standard
is very costly both in terms of
management time and attention
and in the resources necessary to
understand and implement it
appropriately.
The development of new standards
should include rigorous and frequent participation by task forces
and, where appropriate, be subjected to well - designed and executed
field tests before they are finalized. The FRC believes that the
Board must aggressively seek task
force members with the appropriate core competencies.
The development of new standards
should include consideration of accounting standards in other countries and should seek to leverage
opportunities for furthering international harmonization where it is
feasible without compromising the
quality of the U.S. standard.
Standards derived in response to
new issues or events should constitute a measured response that
rationally considers the importance
and pervasiveness of the problem
and places the issue in proper
perspective.
If appropriate, standards should
provide for a sunset review at a
future date of all or a portion of
the proposed guidance in case
there are requirements deemed
useful at the date of issuance but
which may not have proven to be
so in practice,

You can own the complete set of Statements
on Management Accounting for only $60 *.
he series of Statements on Management Accounting —now 39 in
all —is a major contribution to the professional literature by the
Institute of Management Accountants.
The Statements deal with a spectrum of issues, tools, and practical
techniques ranging from cost allocations and analysis of direct labor
costs to leading -edge topics like environmental accounting and value chain analysis. They employ thorough research in addressing the issues
and problems that are important to management accountants and financial managers, and they typically recommend one or more solutions.
The latest three SMAs are SMA 4AA, "Measuring and Managing
Shareholder Value Creation;' SMA SE "Redesigning the Finance Function;' and SMA 4136 "The Accounting Classification of Workpoint
Costs" SMA 4AA recognizes that the stakeholder is at the focal point
of all economic activity within the firm and that maximizing shareholder value is the objective of the organization. SMA SE provides guidance
on how companies can make changes to reduce the cost of basic business transactions while simultaneously enhancing the quality, reliability,
and responsiveness of the systems inside and outside the company.
SMA 4BB recognizes the changes in the workplace environment (e.g.,
information technology, virtual offices, telecommuting, etc.) that call into question the traditional approaches to identifying and evaluating occupancy costs.
Statements on Management Accounting are available from IMA
at $60* for the complete series
of 39 SMAs or $7.50 for any individual SMA.
*The IMA will honor a $60
price through December 31,
1997 after which the price increases to $80.

T

Statements on

CZ13
Management
Accounting

Call 1- 800-638 -4427, ext. 278, or fax your order to 1- 201-573 -9507

■ Standard- setting projects should
have realistic goals for deliverables, and they should be completed on a timely basis.
The FRC is encouraged by the
proactive consideration of this matter
by the FASB and recommends that the

parameters believed to be critical to
quality that should come out of the
Conference be integrated into the
FASB's project planning and evaluation
process. One way to do this is to incorporate a feedback mechanism into each
proposal or other major activity. ■
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A Clasrried Section

Well- established company req uires a
professional with over five years' managemen t exp erien ce an d an MBA
degree in fin an ce or acco un ting. CPA
with telecommunications background is
preferred. Finan cial and strategic p lanning, kno wledge of an n u al bud get
process, monthly fo recasting/result
interpretation, prep aratio n o f financial
data an d oth er financial cap abilities
are a m ust. Sup erviso ry ex perience is
required . Great b en efits and salary to
$80,000.

Large publicly trad ed compan y seeks a
CMA to review and prepare an nu al
financial statem en ts with th e SEC in
accordance with GAAR Must be able to
work un der strict deadlines; supervisory experience is a p lus. Excellen t PC
skills including Excel/Lotus required.
Strong in terperso nal an d verb al/written communications skills are essential. Benefits package includes salary to
$48,000.

$900 million ad vertisin g company
seeks a professional with over seven
years' "Big 5" experience. The ideal candidate will be responsible for worldwide
consolidations, forecasts, bud gets, and
monthly an d qu arterly fin an cial
reports. Fu rther, th is individual will
handle the worldwid e leasing program,
as well as the fin an cial rep orting for a
major client. Manager will supervise
two senior financial analysts with staff
to increase within the next six mon ths.
This is an ex cellent o rganizatio n fo r a
motivated fast tracker. So lid co mpu ter
skills are important as well as excellent
interpersonal skills. Salary to $100,000
with bonus potential.

Th is position requires someone with
credit an d collections related accounts
receivable experience, Knowledge of
accou nting theory skills in spreadsh eets, word processing and database
so ftware, as well as good oral/written
commu nications skills are required.
Candidate will analyze and resolve custo m er claim s and prepare reports to
illustrate trends. Other duties include
coordin ating multidepartmental resolutions to improve operating efficiencies,
con trolling financial risk on exception
orders and performing business analysis related to cash flow and accounts
receivab le turnover. Autom ated systems knowledge and CMA a major
plu s. Great opportunity and salary to
$42,000.

Fast -paced financial services group
seeks a Financial Examiner. Ideal candidate will possess at least two years of
financial service experience. Excellent
written and verbal communications
skills are a m ust. Responsibilities will
include examination of designated broker dealers subject to the net capital rule
per SEC, FRB, and Exchange rules and
regulations. Great growth opportunities,
salary to $45,000 and good benefits.

Majo r entertainm ent organization has
an opportunity in its corporate accounting group. Individual should have over
five years' accounting and financial
analysis experience. This person will
be responsible for budgets/forecasts,
monthly closings and cash flow analysis. Position reports to the Controller
and h as great opportunity for advancemen t. Must be computer literate;
CMA a plus. Salary to $60,000 and good
benefits.

High -tech manufacturer seeks a professional with experience in a cost environment. Ideal candidates will have two
plus years' experience with job costing,
standard costing, variance analysis,
etc. CMA is preferred. Compensation
includes salary to $45,000.

International oil and gas computer consulting company seeks a professional
with project cost accounting knowledge.
The ideal candidate will be fluent
in Spanish with international experience. This position is being groomed
for advancem ent to positions abroad.
Salary to $35,000 and excellent opportunity for growth.

Leading shipping related company
seeks a CMA with at least two years'
experience. Duties include all general
accounting including account analysis,
general ledger posting and maintenance of books of original entries. Will
also assist on all financial reporting
and budget preparation. Opportunity
can lead to Controllership in the future.
Compensation to $40,000 plus bonus
potential.

Established company is looking for
a CMA with at least eight years' experience in employee performance
appraisals and counseling. The ideal
candidate will be PC literate, have
excellent customer service skills and
the ability to work independently.
Position supervises a staff of 10
and will be responsible fo r analyzing
and answering requests from agents,
insurance com panies and insured
regarding cancelled or charged -off
loans. Com pensation package includes
salary to $55,000.

AClassified Section

Growing manufacturing organization
seeks an accounting professional for
their corporate office. Will get exposure
to all areas of accounting including SEC
reporting and due diligence. Must have
a Bachelor's degree in accounting, one
plus years' experience and the desire
for growth. CMA is a plus. Salary to
$36,000 and benefits.
A degree in accounting or finance and
two plus years' experience are required
for this excellent career opportunity.
Position reports directly to the Controller and will be responsible for
the sales side of financial reporting,
i.e., co -ops, rebates and commissions.
In addition, this candidate will
be involved in other financial reporting
areas. This is a great challenge for that
staff accountant interested in growth
and reward for excellent performance.
Salary to $36,000 plus benefits.

Rapidly growing telecommunications
company seeks detail - oriented individual for its fast -paced accounting department. Responsibilities include heavy
involvement in the monthly close
process, budgeting and detailed financial statement preparation. Prior supervisory experience highly preferred.
CPA or parts passed is a plus. Salary
to $52,000 plus benefits.

Real estate development company
seeks a CMA. Ideal candidate will have
five plus years' experience in a construction cost accounting environment
along with a working knowledge of JD
Edwards accounting software. Good
written/oral communications skills are
a plus. Salary to $50,000 plus benefits.

This plastics manufacturer needs a
hands -on individual. The right candidate will have a thorough knowledge of
accounting procedures, policies, reporting requirements and excellent PC
skills. Must also be able to demonstrate
strategic thinking skills to make sound
financial and business decisions as part
of the management team. This position
reports directly to the President. Salary
to $70,000 plus benefits.

Major player in the publishing industry
is looking for an individual for its corporate headquarters. Seven plus years'
experience with an emphasis in the publishing industry preferred. Strong general accounting and supervisory skills
are required. This is a key management
position with strong opportunity for
advancement. Excellent career track
and salary to $60,000. MBA is a plus.

A growing manufacturer of food processing equipment seeks a professional
with strong management experience.
This position will have direct responsibility for the corporate financial reporting function, as well as manage the
corporation's operational and capital
analysis functions. CMA is a plus.
Salary to $75,000 plus participation in
the company's profit sharing plan.

$50 million manufacturing company
seeks a professional to oversee a
department of three. This individual
will be responsible for preparation of
financial statements, budgets, quarterly and year -end audits, monthly closings and special projects. Candidate
should have a minimum of 10 years'
manufacturing experience and be willing to relocate in the future. Salary is
commensurate with experience.

Dynamic international software company seeks a topnotch professional. This
position involves implementing an
accounting and financial system, project management and general consulting. Candidate should have a minimum
of five years in a financial accounting
environment and strong systems and
interpersonal skills. Salary to $75,000
plus excellent benefits.

Real estate firm seeks a degreed
Accountant with at least one year of
experience. Responsibilities include
financial statement preparation and
analysis, special reporting and other
projects for individual properties. Must
possess excellent communications, time
management, technical and PC skills.
Knowledge of industry software (AMST,
MRI, Skyline) a plus. Salary to $36,000
and good benefits.

National general contractor seeks a
professional with at least four years'
experience plus sound management
skills. Prior experience in the construction industry is key. This is a terrific
opportunity with a rapidly growing
company. Excellent communications
skills are a plus. Benefits include salary
to $42,000.

Established global manufacturer of specialty chemicals seeks an accounting
professional to join its finance team.
Must have a thorough working knowledge of accounting literature (FAS/
SEC), experience with SEC filings and
annual reports, familiarity with foreign
translations and consolidations, and
proficiency using spreadsheet software.
Minimum of three years' experience
with some public accounting and CPA
required. Compensation package
includes salary to $48,000.

Tired of
the Corporate
Rat Race?
If so, start your own successful
accounting practice with our
C.P.A.Program(Client Processing
and Acquisition) which includes:
• Guaranteed $80,000 in Billing
• Turn -KeyMarketingProgram
• Complete Technical Support
forClient Processing
• Accounting Software and
OtherEquipment Needs
Hundreds of References
Nationwide

Cost Accountant, Senior level for Computer
consulting firm. Determine project costs, develop
operating budgets, perform cost analyses.
Require M.AJAccounting + one year experience
including work with Computer applications.
Mail resume to: Attn: CFO -BMD
125 Pacifica, Suite 220 ■ Irvine, CA 92618
Pleas e mentio n Jo b Co de: CFO /CA.

FREE national and international placement. For managers and professionals.
Best jobs with the most money.
BAINBRIDGE & ASSOCIATES
FAX: 702- 826 -6965

This year the race can start

withoutyou!Contact:
New Clients, Inc.

1 -800- 338 -0778
901 Route 168, Suite 106
Turnersville, NJ 08012
http: / /www.newclientsinc.com

Gleim CMA/CFM Review
books and software.
New 1997 -1998 Editions.
Emulates computerized exam.
FREE DEMO DISK.
CMA/CFM CPE available.
(800) 87 -GLEIM

F-O- R- T-U-N -E of Columbia has won the
National Top Office Production Award for
15 consecutive years. We Specialize in
Manufacturing Accounting opportunities
nationwide. Current opportunities include:
• CFO
• Cost Manager
• Controller
• Financial Analyst
• VP Finance • Tax and Audit

IN
'

-o-r-t-u-n-w
-• eA C & Uu hm m ojcol• -►to, t U .

PO Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Phone (803) 788 -8877 ■ Fax (803) 788 -1509
Web Site: http: / /www.conterra.com/fortune
All Fee, Paid

Leggett & Platt, Incorporated, a $2+ billion manufacturer of engineered systems, has immediate openings at our Corporate Office in Carthage, Missouri.
Internal Auditor: Responsibilities include performing financial, operational and compliance audits at the Corporate Office and at manufacturing
and distribution facilities throughout North America and Europe. Travel is
approximately 55%.
Staff Accountant: Responsibilities include preparing and analyzing branch
financial statements and assisting branch and division personnel with
accounting and reporting matters. Special projects include assisting with operating budgets, participation in on -site audits of facilities and performing
due diligence procedures for the Company's active acquisition program.
We are interested in hiring individuals that can demonstrate a high level of
performance and desire to advance to Division Controller positions at the
Company's growing operations.
Qualified candidates will possess a Bachelor's degree in Accounting and
1 -5 years of professional accounting experience relevant to the position.
Professional certification (CPA/CIA/CMA) is a plus.
We offer a comprehensive benefits package and compensation includes a bonus
opportunity. Please mail or fax your resume, including salary history, to:
Employment Coordinator ■ Leggett & Platt, Incorporated
PO Box 757 ■ Carthage, MO 64836
Fax: (417) 358 -5840
Equal Access1Equal OpportunitylAfrmatiue Action Employer

CHARTER
specializes in the
placement of
Accounting
professionals
nationwide.
Positions range from
Cost Acctg. Managers
to CFOs. Please call
to discuss current
positions at:
800-700-0103
Fax your resume
to: 803 -635 -7749
Visit our website at:
www.bfservs.com/
charter /charter.html
Charter Career
Consultants, Inc.
P.O. Box 918
Winnsboro, SC 29180
Our client companies
pay our fees.

We Think
Id'sTime
To Start
Accountingg
For
Yoursm.
Yuu've put inthe hours.The
years.Youknowtheaccounting
business.Youjust needtoknow
more about the businessof
accounting.
That'swhere we come in.
We'reAmerica's*1accounting
franchise.Well provide youthe
taxexpertise, the systems, the
support. And showyouproven
waystoget clients. Caltusat
1-800-323-7292.
It's• time tobeginyourcareer.
Again.
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HedmonCompany
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IMACertificationPrograms
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SoftEx in Accounting &Finance
February 10 8t 11, 1998
Hyatt Regency, San Francisco Airport

Attend FREE DEMOS
and get the facts you need.

Plan your time and bring your
team, or walk right in.

Why spend mont hs sel ect ing the ri ght accoun tin g &

Use our FREE Market Summary to pinpoint the software

finance software? Only SoftEx features FREE ongoing

solutions that fit your business strategy. Then bring your team

demos by mo re th an 60 l ead in g ven dors. Each 45-

to SoftEx and attend as many free demos as you like.

minu te demo is presented in a ded icated roo m away

Or, walk right in and check out all the latest products at

from the exhibit floor. So you can compare and evaluate

your own pace. See it all on our exhibit floor, then attend demos

all the best software in a focused environment —and

to find out more. At SoftEx, even if you only have an hour, you

get all the facts you need in just one visit!

can learn a lot! Choose either day; the schedule's the same.

Al l S o f t E x a t t e n d e es re c ei ve a F R E E c o p y o f t h e B u ye r s ' Gu i d e o n a rr i va l . M o r e t h a n 2 0 0 p a g e s o f
ve n d o r fe at u re s , s el ect i o n s t ra t e gi es , p ro f i l es an d t ec h n i cal s p ec i f i ca t i o n s o n all t h e l at es t
Acc o u n t i n g S r F i n a n c e s o f t wa r e. A $ 9 5 va l u e !

Registration is FREEI

Call 1,888.7.SOFTEX

Ph o to c op y & Fa x t o

or visit our website at
http: / /www.softinfo.com

1.888.6.SOFTEX
by J a n u a r y

27, 1998

Name

R egi s t er b y J an uar y 2 7 , 19 98 t o
R e c e i ve yo u r F R E E Ma r k et S u m ma r y!

Title

Product features, exhibitor profiles plus
a scheduling matrix to hel p you choose
the demos YOU want to attend!

Compan
Address

Ex .

City
I

i n A c c ou n t i n g & F i nan c e

i
State, Zip
Phone (
Fax (

When you're ready to get serious about software selection.
)

Inside U.S. 1. 888. 7.S O FTE X • Outside U.S. 781 . 82 1. o -r' 31
Toll -Free Fax 1.888.6.SOFTEX • Fax on Demand 1.888.2.SOFTEX
E m a il r e g i s t e r @ s o f t e x u s a . c o m
Wor ld Wide Web h t t p : / / w w w . s o f t i n f o . c o r n

Ext.

)

A n I n t eract ive I n form at ion S ervices E ven t
E- mail
1 can't attend but please send Market Summary and information
on purchasing Buyers' Guide
MAH
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mation quickly and efficiently. The program description should explain what
equipment you need to participate.
Networking. Communicating with instructors for course help and interacting with other students is important.
E -mail and the Internet can facilitate
networking.

APROFESSOR'S VIEW

Kristine Mayer Brands,

CMA,

Editor

VIRTUALDEGREES:GETTINGYOURMONEYSWORTH
Distance learning is revolutionizing
opportunities to earn degrees and pursue continuing education. Even though
the concept is 30 years old, the technology explosion of the past decade now
makes distance learning an attractive
continuing education option. Course
delivery options for virtual learning—
satellite, television, and Internet —
abound. Because the bottom line for accountants is getting your money's
worth, how do you choose a program
and evaluate its quality?
Jamie Switzer, director of distance
education and media at Colorado State
University (CSU) in Ft. Collins, Colo.,
administers CSU's programs and is also a distance learner. She is working
on a Ph.D. in education technology at
Pepperdine University in Malibu, Calif.
She advises students to consider these
factors when evaluating a program:
Accreditation. Is the program accredited? This is a third -party educational
organization's peer review of the program to assess educational quality assurance standards. These standards
include faculty qualifications, curriculum, and career placement assistance.
Perhaps the best known group is the
AACSB (The International Association
for Management Education), which has
rigorous standards. In addition, there
are several regional groups that accredit programs.
Student support system. Because distance learners are isolated, they need a
support structure such as access to
student advisors for course selection
and student services such as register72

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING DECEMBER 1997

ing for courses or purchasing books. If
technology other than video is used for
course delivery, a resource for resolving
technical problems is essential.
Curriculum.As with any program, you
need to ensure that the curriculum
meets your goals.
Teeknology. Many virtual classes require online access. You need a computer that can handle online communications. Without adequate computer
power you cannot access online infor-

WEBSITES
The Internet is an incredible resource
for detailed program information.
Check out these sites: (Graduate programs only are noted).
Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo.
800-525-4950
http: / /wvvw.colostate.odu/
Depts /CE/MBA and M.S.
Duke University's Fuqua School of
Business, Global Executive MBA Program
(GEMBA), Durham, N.C.
919. 660 -8024
http: /www.fuqua.duke.edu/
programs /gemba /MBA online with 11 weeks of
residence programs
University of Phoenix Online Campus
Phoenix, Ariz.
800-742-4742
http: /www.uophx.edu /online
M.A., M.S., and MBA online
University of South Carolina
http://www,business.sc.edu/PMBA,HTM
(803) 777 -7940
PMBA Satellite classes

Joe Cannon is assistant professor of
marketing at CSU. He chose to teach
at CSU because he feels that distance
learning is a powerful educational
trend of the future, and he is an enthusiastic supporter. He teaches a class on
"Managing Business Customer Relationships" that includes distance learners and traditional students.
He says that communicating with
distance learners is a challenge. He
uses CSU's EMBA.net, an intranet
e -mail system, to foster communication. Assignments and class notes are
posted on the classes' bulletin board.
Student groups are set up for online
communication with each other and
with the instructor. Prof. Cannon
recommends:
■ Take a trial class. Many programs
allow students to take classes prior
to admission to a program to see if
distance learning is for them.
■ Perform a self - assessment. Do you
have the self - discipline to take a
course outside the classroom? Class
requirements and assignments are
as structured as traditional classes.
Self-discipline is essential for successful distance learning.
Several books about distance learning and virtual degrees are available:
Peterson's Distance Learning 1997
(2nd ed.) provides details on 2,000 degrees and certificate programs from almost 900 schools.
Virtual College by Pam Dixon (ed.)
examines technology options available
for taking courses, answers frequently
asked questions, and interviews students and teachers about their experience with virtual learning. ■
Kristine Mayer Brands, CMA, is controller,
Berkeley Software Design, Inc. She is a member of the IMA Committee on Academic Relations. She can be reached by phone, (719) 6939446; fax, (719) 598 -4238; or Internet:
brandsk@badi.com.

THERE'S AN EMERGENCY BOARD MEETING. THE CFO NEEDS NUMBERS BY NOON!

You Need Them
Fast
You Need Them

Right
You Need
CFO Vision-

When you're under pressure to make critical
business decisions, CFO Vision software delivers
the timely and accurate information you need.
CFO Vision is the single source for all your
key business information, both financial and nonfinancial— readily accessible for interactive analysis
and reporting, It's never been easier to see product
and customer profitability, the potential impact of a
reorganization, or key performance indicators —
in any currency.
You can view your business from all angles
because CFO Vision is the first financial consolidation and reporting software that integrates
flexible multidimensional analysis (OLAP). All from
one vendor ... SAS Institute, the leading name in
decision support at more than 29,000 companies
worldwide including the Fortune 100.

.

:

For a closer look, give us a call or visit us at
www.sas.conVvision

SAS Institute Inc.
The Business of Belzer Decision Making

SAS is a reyislered lradeniark, and CFO Vision a trademark. of SAS Institute Inc.

Copyright 1997 by SAS Institute Inc.
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At first glance, all software companies look

same time, we're known for having one

equally nimble. Then the implementation

of the shortest client /server implemen-

drags on. Or their technology trails. And you

tations in the software industry. How

realize what kind of species you're really

are we able to do it? By designing
our fi na nc ia l s, huma n re sourc e s,

dealing with. At Lawson Software,
f

i

g

.

i

procureme nt and supply chai n process

keeping our customers on the leading edge
of technology is one of our biggest strengths.

a

A

suites to be open to all major technologies, we're
able to make complex installations faster

Our innovative business management systems are

and easier. And we can offer our customers the

the first to utilize web technology, enabling
our customers to share information more

flexibility to move to the next database,

freely and cost effectively. And Lawson is

user interface, network or hardware platform

the first to offer Self- Evident Applications,'

that comes along. For a whole new species
of software company, visit Lawson Software at

a new generation of enterprise software that
practically eliminates training costs. At the

fiq. 2

www.lawson.com /guide or call 1 -800- 477 -1357.
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